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The shifting focus of service from the 1980s to 2000s 
has proved that IT not only lowers the cost of service 
but creates avenues to enhance and increase revenue 
through service. The new type of service, e-service, 
is mobile, flexible, interactive, and interchangeable. 
While service science provides an avenue for future 
service researches, the specific research areas from 
the IT perspective still need to be elaborated. 
This book introduces a novel concept—service 
mining—to address several research areas from 
technology, model, management, and application 
perspectives. Service mining is defined as “a sys-
tematical process including service discovery, ser-
vice experience, service recovery, and service reten-
tion to discover unique patterns and exceptional 
values within the existing services.” 
The goal of service mining is similar to data min-
ing, text mining, or web mining, and aims to “detect 
something new” from the service pool. The major 
difference is the feature of service is quite distinct 
from the mining target, like data or text. In other 
words, service is a process of value co-creation and 
difference by various perceptions of customers. In 
the concept of service mining, the mining target is 
not only the traditional services but also IT-based 
services. 
This book devises concepts of service mining and 
identifies the possible applications. The author pro-
vides a roadmap of service mining to researchers, 
managers, and marketers in service sectors.
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Abstract
The shifting focus of service from the 1980s to 2000s has proved that IT 
not only lowers the cost of service but creates avenues to enhance rev-
enue through service. In particular, companies increase revenue through 
IT-based services. The new type of service, e-service, has  several features 
such as being mobile, flexible, interactive, and interchangeable. Addi-
tionally, e-services have much to offer in terms of overcoming obstacles 
faced by a traditional services industry. The concept of service science, 
which was proposed by IBM, combines several issues into traditional ser-
vice management, such as the disciplines of technology and engineering. 
While service science provides an avenue for future service researches, 
the specific research areas from the IT perspective still needs to be elabo-
rated. This book introduces a novel concept, service mining, to address 
several research areas from the viewpoints of technology, model, man-
agement, and application. Service mining is defined as “a systematical 
process including service discovery, experience, recovery, and retention 
to discover unique patterns and exceptional values within the existing 
services.” The goal of service mining is similar to data mining, text min-
ing, or web mining—it aims to “detect something new” from the service 
pool. The major difference is the feature of service is quite distinct in its 
mining target such as data or text. In other words, service is a process of 
value co-creation and difference in the perception of various customers. 
In the concept of service mining, the target is not only the traditional 
services but also IT-based services. Service mining is a branch under the 
big umbrella of service science. The goals of this book are to devise vari-
ous concepts of service mining and to identify different possible appli-
cations. The contribution is to furnish a roadmap of service mining to 
researchers, managers, and  marketers in service sectors.
Keywords
service mining, service cooperation, service branding, service idealism, 
pricing, value network
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Introduction
Service industry currently dominates the contribution to GDP for most 
countries. The focus has shifted from manufacturing to service. Many 
companies attempted to explore the services sector and as a result many 
innovative services emerged in the past decade. Therefore, delving deeper 
to look at services is important to companies. Traditional service market-
ing and service science attempted to help companies understand what 
customers think and how companies dealt with problems. However, a 
holistic framework and viewpoint to explore services differently is needed. 
Service mining provides a different perspective into the  services industry. 
Professionals and practitioners also need various mindsets to investigate 
and analyze the evidence from services. According to the concept of 
 service science, certain areas are involved such as economics, management, 
computer science, and engineering. This book provides a novel concept 
to combine the areas of social science and computer science in services. 
Service mining is a holistic concept covering a service's lifecycle from 
design, experience, recover to retain. Traditionally, the value of mining is 
to discover unknown and potential patterns from big data. Service min-
ing focuses on the amount of data generated from the value co- creation 
process and features of services. The goal of service mining is to ana-
lyze any step in the service's lifecycle and help enterprises reexamine each 
one. Companies can also utilize appropriate marketing or management 
 methods to adjust biases and revise the errors of services. This book covers 
various issues of service mining in eight chapters. Chapter 1 introduces 
the concept and framework of service mining, which may give readers a 
holistic view of service mining. In academics or practice, service mining 
has many opportunities for further investigation. Chapter 2 introduces a 
new perspective to the discussion of customer value on electronic  services. 
Different from a conventional accounting perspective, a new customer 
value model is needed to understand what the value of a customer is 
again.  Chapter  3 discusses the pricing model for electronic services. 
Compared to existing pricing methods, customer-perceived value-based 
x INtroDUCtIoN
pricing model is the new trend in service pricing. Particularly, service is 
different from customers and companies can use dynamic pricing concept 
to earn more profit based on customer perceptions. Chapter 4 discusses 
the importance of service cooperation. Services can cooperate based on 
the same value and vision. A new perspective from a customer's viewpoint 
is proposed in this chapter. Chapter 5 introduces the prediction of elec-
tronic services in customer relationship management. Although customer 
behavior is difficult to capture and predict, the pattern still exists and is 
valuable for further investigation. Chapter 6 uses a new notion called sys-
tem dynamics to look at the service failure and recovery. System dynamics 
provides a way to simulate the policy in a long-term period. Companies 
can track and understand what would occur if they adjust services and 
benefit in the long run. Chapter 7 mentions the issue of service brand-
ing. In this chapter, the customers apparel is the key factor to build the 
service brand image. Traditionally, a brand image is delivered by a com-
pany based on vision and mission. Service mining provides a different 
perspective to explore what a service brand looks like based on customer 
viewpoint. Chapter 8 provides a new mindset when looking for the ideal 
services, which is service idealism. In this chapter, customer viewpoint is 
the basis to construct the elements of an ideal service. Readers can have a 
comprehensive knowledge and the basic framework of service mining. In 
this book, the selected areas of service mining come from various perspec-
tives, which are also the potential and hot topics by far. Such areas enfold 
different stakeholders for service mining, including customers (Chapters 
2, 3, and 5) as well as service providers (Chapters 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8). 
Except for the phase of design in the service lifecycle, Chapters 2 to 8 
synthesizes the concepts of four phases. For example, discovery (Chapters 
2, 5, and 8), experience (Chapters 3, 4, 6, and 8), recovery (Chapter 6), 
retention/loyalty (Chapter 5). By examining different issues, readers can 
understand the potential development of service mining and obtain new 
applications in service industry. With this book, readers can have a new 
mindset to experience services. Companies can also reconsider the prob-
lems in services by matching the service lifecycle. Different mining meth-
ods can also be used to diagnose and analyze the real problems in design, 
experience, and failure. Surely, good services will also be discovered to 
retain for more profit. In summary, this book not only provides a new 
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mindset for researchers but also furnishes certain applications for firms 
to reexamine the services. Professionals and practitioners can look into 
services from different viewpoints and use different methods for analysis 
based on the concept of service mining. Additionally, new issues may be 
explored, based on the provided topics and applications, to construct a 
more comprehensive skeleton of service mining in the future.

CHAPTER 1
Framework and 
Opportunities of Service 
Mining
The evolution of services from the 1980s to 2000s has proved that infor-
mation technology (IT) not only lowers the cost of service but also creates 
avenues to enhance revenue through services.1 Companies now increase 
their revenue through IT-based services and they face marketing chal-
lenges for e-service through different channels.2 The new type of services 
(IT-enabled) and e-services have several features, such as being mobile, 
flexible, interactive, and interchangeable.3 E-services provide a viable alter-
native for overcoming obstacles faced by traditional services industry. The 
essential change in the way services are delivered also forces  companies to 
innovate, design, and deliver services through new channels.
Service science is a novel concept that offers a new paradigm for the 
future of service industry. The concept of service science was proposed by 
IBM, which solves several issues in traditional service management using 
technology and engineering.4 For example,  the focus of call centers has 
been shifted from collaborate to automate with IT assistance over the 
last decades (Figure 1.1). The paradigm of service has undergone a trans-
formation from the traditional services industry to an IT-based services 
industry. FedEx presents an excellent example of a switch to e-services, 
which includes self-service, customization, search engine, flexibility, and 
automatic response.5 Google is another great example of a global enter-
prise providing IT-based services (i.e., e-services) in the new paradigm.6 
Information technology helps  automate services to allow more interac-
tions between service providers and customers. Such interactions result in 
increasing the significance of value co-creation for both sides.
2 SErVICE MINING
The history of mining techniques starts from 1990s. The first concept 
to appear was data mining, which aims to extract information from a 
dataset and transform it into an understandable structure for future use. 
After data mining, researchers and practitioners extended to text and web 
mining. Text mining, the second mining concept to be described, aims to 
derive patterns in a structured text and interpret the output accordingly. 
The third concept, web mining, discovers useful and previous unknown 
information from web data. While the mining techniques still exist, a 
new paradigm of mining from services perspective needs to be explored 
and investigated.
The concept of service science encompasses several areas such as design, 
marketing, computer science, system engineering, economics and law, and 
operations. This book provides perspectives from computer science and 
marketing as a holistic viewpoint by injecting traditional data mining 
mindset. Hence, this book proposes a novel concept, service mining, to 
cover several aspects from the viewpoints of technology, model, manage-
ment, and application. Service mining is defined as “a systematical process 
including service discovery, service experience, service recovery and ser-
vice retention to discover unique patterns and exceptional values within 
the existing services.” The goal of service mining, which is similar to data 
mining, text mining, or web mining, is to “detect and analyze something 
new (unknown, potential, and useful patterns)” from services (Table 1.1). 
The major difference is the “feature of service,” which is quite distinct 
from mining targets such as data or text. Data and text are generated pas-
sively but service is a collaborative activity. Service is a process of value 
co-creation and differentiation using various perceptions of the customer.
According to the roadmap of service science, management, and 
engineering (SSME), service mining emphasizes on “systems that focus 
on flows of things” and “systems that support people’s activities.” Ser-
vice mining focuses on stakeholders (e.g., providers and customers) and 
Collaborate
(1970)
Augment
(1980)
Delegate
(2000)
Automate
(2010)
Figure 1.1 Example of changes of service paradigm
Source: Spohrer and Maglio (2008).
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resources (e.g., people, technology, and information). Service mining 
assists in observing and analyzing the behaviors of stakeholders as well as 
in resources allocation. This book expects to add the value of service min-
ing to business and society, particularly, contributing to service industry.
Service mining focuses on two types of mining targets: feature of ser-
vice and the combined behavioral data of providers and customers. Feature 
of service means the various elements of service such as service alliance, 
cooperation, and competition from the provider perspective. Behavioral 
data is most likely the same as data mining in the traditional sense. How-
ever, the difference is service data takes into account more interactive 
behavior whereas traditional mining data focuses on fixed behavior. For 
example, customers exhibit different attitude or behavior toward differ-
ent service providers, resulting in dynamic service data. Service mining 
not only covers the area of traditional services but also  IT-based services. 
Under the big umbrella of service science, service mining is considered as 
a new branch and extension of data mining application.
Service Mining Basis: Service Lifecycle
Figure 1.2 demonstrates a process of service lifecycle, including design, 
experience, recovery, and retention/loyalty. Service lifecycle synthe-
sizes and derives the idea from service blueprinting.7 Service design 
and discovery is more technology-oriented and service recovery and 
Table 1.1 Comparison of different mining approaches
Type of mining Idea Mining target
Data mining Extract information from a data 
set and transform it into an 
understandable structure
Data
text mining Derive patterns with structured 
text and interpret the output
Structured text
web mining Discovers useful and previous 
unknown information from web 
data
Structured web data
Service mining Detect and analyze something 
new (unknown, potential, and 
useful patterns) from services
Service (features) and  
behavioral data (co-created 
by providers and customers)
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retention/loyalty are more management oriented. Particularly, service 
experience includes both these orientations:
• Service design
 The purpose of this phase is to use design thinking concept 
to come up with innovative services. Experts from design, 
technology, management, and art areas can work together to 
simulate what how services need to be defined. Service design 
is the beginning phase of service lifecycle and necessary for 
following processes.
• Service discovery
 The purpose of this phase is to discover potential services for 
customers from existing services. Service discovery also aims 
to explore service products in the market. Traditionally, web 
service is a hot topic in this category. However, web service 
is designed for machine-to-machine cooperation that mainly 
relies on technology. Other than web services, traditional 
 services or IT-enabled services are the main focus in this phase.
• Service experience
 This phase facilitates the engineering and delivery of service.  Service 
experience emphasizes on “how to provide appropriate services to 
right customers” by collaboration. The reason to use “appropriate” 
is that service is different for different customers by perception. It is 
difficult to justify “right services” in general. The ultimate goal is to 
collaborate with customers to co-create service value.
Discovery Experience
Recovery
Retention/loyalty
Fail
ed
Succeed
Design
Services
Management oriented issueTechnology oriented issue
Figure 1.2 Service lifecycle 
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• Service recovery
 In this phase, service recovery mostly focuses on how to 
recover services when a service fails. Customers may be dissat-
isfied with companies if the recovery process does not happen 
on time. Customer complaints also occur at this moment. The 
goal is to provide in-time services to recover failure and adjust 
the mistakes made. Generally, service recovery is extremely 
important for enterprises to maintain customer satisfaction 
and loyalty.
• Service retention and loyalty
 The last phase of service lifecycle is service retention and loy-
alty. Service retention/loyalty specifies retaining appropriate 
services for customers. Companies may provide many  services; 
however, only a few services are appropriate and useful to 
customers. The goal of this phase is to recognize and retain 
helpful and proper services that may create profits for firms.
Service mining covers the whole service lifecycle. Technology can be 
used to assist any phase in the lifecycle. Service retention and loyalty pro-
vide the most valuable information in service lifecycle. This information 
will be passed to the service design phase to help companies design bet-
ter services. Taking an example of a city tour service for a customer in 
 Chicago, there are certain designed services (e.g., city segway tour, speed-
boat, tastebud food tour, etc.). Customers have different preferences; 
therefore, discovering appropriate services that suit them is extremely 
important. Customer feedback and perception may be generated during 
the service experience. Spontaneous and instant responses can help adjust 
services for the tour guide. In addition, many companies ask customers 
to provide positive feedback and credit on TripAdvisor (e.g., city segway 
tour and tastebud food tour). After experiencing services, customers may 
rate the service as a success or a failure. If services failed, recovery is sig-
nificant to reduce negative customer perception. The company can revise 
the service instantly. For example, a customer complained about why the 
raincoat needs $1 because the tour already charged $70, the city segway 
company instantly cancelled the policy and started to provide free raincoat 
and bottles of water. If services succeeded, keeping retention and loyalty 
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of services are needed. Some companies e-mailed coupons for next-time 
purchase or experience to keep customers (e.g., California Pizza Kitchen).
The concept of service lifecycle covers exploratory service to service 
maintenance, which also provides the opportunities to people in both IT 
and management to get involved in service mining.
A Conceptual Framework of Service Mining
In addition to service lifecycle, a conceptual framework for service mining 
is also needed (Figure 1.3). From bottom to top, service mining covers five 
elements: infrastructure, technology, modeling, marketing/management, 
and application:
• Infrastructure
 Infrastructure indicates the basic elements and covers the 
necessary software and hardware in the service lifecycle. The 
software and hardware can be tangible or intangible assets. 
Service mining is based on services furnished by required 
software and hardware (IT infrastructure).
• Technology
 Technology indicates the techniques used to analyze for 
services in service mining, such as artificial intelligence or 
computer science. Examples of artificial intelligence include 
genetic algorithm, neural network, reinforcement learning, 
Application
Management
(Chapters 6, 7, and 8 )
Infrastructure
Technology
(Chapters 4 and 5)
Modeling
(Chapters 2 and 3)
Basis
Method
Scope
Domain
Figure 1.3 Conceptual framework of service mining 
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fuzzy theory, and so on. Computer science techniques include 
algorithm, graphical method, petri net, and so forth. IT- 
oriented researches to solve service problems (e.g., service dis-
covery and recovery) can be classified into this building block.
• Modeling
 Modeling includes the areas of statistics and operations 
research. Statistics includes quantitative methods to analyze 
services such as regression, SEM, and so on. Modeling also 
provides a different viewpoint of analytic tools such as the 
operations management or management science. Modeling 
the service problems is also a significant and novel issue for 
service mining, especially in the service domain. Mathematic 
models also enable companies to look in detail into the service 
problems.
• Management
 Management is at the higher level of service mining frame-
work, which takes into account management issues such as 
service alliance/cooperation, service branding, service pric-
ing, service innovation, and so on. Traditional discipline of 
service management mostly investigates the issues of service 
quality, service failure/recovery, and satisfaction and loyalty 
of services. In the framework of service mining, the research/
practical areas need to go beyond conventional topics. In 
other words, more management topics such as economics, 
marketing, and strategy can be included in this level.
• Application
 Application specifies the domain of service mining, for exam-
ple, social network services, IT-enabled services, or traditional 
services. Other sectors such as telecommunication, restau-
rant, online service in e-commerce, airline, and so forth, can 
also make use of application. Service mining aims to solve 
service problems in a specific domain by combining different 
 technologies or modeling methods.
Table 1.2 synthesizes the elements, research areas of service mining, 
and relevant researches so far. The trends also reveal leading journals in 
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management information systems (MIS) or management fields to inves-
tigate service issue for many years. In the level of method, technology 
and modeling are more technical and mathematical-oriented researches. 
In the level of scope, more management issues are involved. The focus of 
service mining is to cover these two levels predominantly. Under the big 
umbrella of service mining, either technical or managerial researches and 
practices is applicable.
Looking Back at the Trends
Figure 1.4 demonstrates the trend of service researches between 1990 and 
2011 based on the collected data from ISI Web of Knowledge database. 
There are two key factors to separate service researches in that period are 
web service and service science. The first period is between 2000 and 2005. 
The concept of web service was proposed a decade ago. W3C defines 
a web service as “a software system designed to support interoperable 
machine-to-machine interaction over a network.” Web service research 
increased dramatically at 2000; in particular, the issue of service discovery 
was investigated for 5 years. The reason is web services create opportuni-
ties for computer science researchers and help explore service researches 
Table 1.2 Service mining elements
Element Service mining areas
technology8 • Artificial intelligence
• Computer science
Modeling9 • Statistics
• operations management
• Management science
Management10 • Economics, marketing, strategy
• Service alliance/cooperation
• Service branding
• Service pricing
• Service innovation
• Service recovery/retention
• Service productivity
Application11 • Social network services
• It-enabled services
• traditional services
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over the Internet. In the first period, the topics of service discovery, expe-
rience, and recovery are popular since doing busines over the Internet for 
companies is well acceptable. However, service research got saturated by 
2006. However, service discovery research decreased significantly from 
2004 to 2006. Hence, service science provides another opportunity for 
service researches in the second period (2005 to 2011). The concept of 
service science, management, and engineering (SSME) was proposed by 
IBM. The idea is to bring different disciplines together to focus on the 
service domian.
The topic of web service is mostly investigated by computer sci-
ence researchers and focuses on Internet service. Since the Internet has 
become popular and stablized, research of Internet services (web services) 
decreased. Instead, service science covers not only web services but also 
traditioanl services by including mutiple disciplines such as engineering, 
management, and computer science. Service mining aims to provide a 
new roadmap for service researchers in the coming years (after 2011). 
The opportunities for service mining research will be broader and deeper. 
Based on the topics of service discovery, experience, recovery, and reten-
tion, researchers can investigate different levels of service research. For 
example, scholars can apply IT to solve service probems (e.g., technology, 
model, and management).
Figure 1.4 Number of service researches
Source: ISI Thomson.
0
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Figure 1.5 illustrates the total number of service researches based on 
four topics for the past 20 years from the database of ISI web of knowl-
edge. Service discovery is the most researched topic (530) and following 
by service experience (274), service recovery (216), and service retention/
loyalty (8). Since most researchers fully emphasized on how to explore 
online services and how to make them work (composition) at the begin-
ning of Internet, service discovery is the leading topic that drew atten-
tion in the first place. Once the services are explored and mature, service 
experience and recovery attracts researchers. The numbers in Figure 1.5 
reveal that service retention/loyalty (merely 8 researches) still lacks much 
attention and may be the potential issue for service research in the future.
Looking Forward to the Future
This book proposes a novel research area, service mining, that differs from 
the notion of service science and provides a comprehensive framework for 
future researches. Service mining involves five elements: infrastructure, 
technology, model, management, and application. The iterative process 
of service mining includes service discovery, service experience, service 
recovery, and service retention. This book also addresses the research 
topics among five elements that combine technology and management 
0
100
200
300
400
500
600
530
216
8
Service discovery Service experience Service recovery Service retention
274
Figure 1.5 Number of service research for four topics
Source: ISI Thomson.
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 perspectives. Compared to web service and service science researches, 
service mining combines computer science and social science perspec-
tives (Figure 1.6). In early researches on services, most researchers mainly 
focused on web services owing to the emergence of Internet. Service sci-
ence combines different perspectives but is still dominated by computer 
science and engineering areas. Hence, service mining aims to provide 
a new viewpoint by encompassing computer science and social science 
equally to contribute to service industry.
According to the statistics of published opportunities, service discov-
ery research is purely computer science oriented while service experience 
is half computer science and half social science. Meanwhile, pure social 
science envelopes service recovery and service retention researches. In 
other words, service mining proves that the combined processes cover 
two major disciplines and extend to minor subdisciplines such as service, 
business, and management.
Service mining covers beyond the existing service management and is 
considered as a branch of service science. Service mining is also different 
from data mining in the service domain. Based on the entities of service 
science, this book covers customers (Chapters 2, 5, 6, and 7), service 
Web service (mostly 
computer science)
Service science (mixed
of computer science and
social science but more
computer science
oriented)
Service mining (balance  
the computer science and 
social science)
Service research
Figure 1.6 Difference between web service, service science, and 
service mining
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providers (Chapters 3-6), partners (Chapter 4), and employees (Chapters 
6 and 8). The concept of data mining focuses on data collected from ser-
vice sectors. However, the concept of service mining not only investigates 
data from the service sector but also focuses on the features of services. 
Mining services is a different goal from mining derived data from services 
by interacting with human beings. Hence, the process and framework of 
service mining aims to help researchers from multiple disciplines identify 
potential opportunities under the umbrella of service research.
This book provides several perspectives on services by utilizing the 
concept of service mining. Chapter 2 introduces the estimation of cus-
tomer value of electronic services based on the accounting perspective. 
Chapter 3 introduces how to price a service based on psychology and 
marketing perspectives. Chapter 4 introduces the cooperation of elec-
tronic services based on value network concept. Chapter 5 introduces the 
prediction of customer demand on services by using artificial intelligence 
concepts. Chapter 6 introduces how customers perceive a service brand 
by optimization. Finally, Chapter 7 introduces the concept of service 
 idealism from customers by prediction.
CHAPTER 2
Mining Customer Value 
on Services
This chapter introduces the way of predicting customer value on services 
from the accounting perspective. The method of prediction of customer 
value is through a modeling approach. This chapter covers the method 
(modeling), scope (service management), and domain (electronic ser-
vices) as given in Figure 1.3. In this chapter, service mining is used to help 
enterprises estimate and predict the customer value on services.
Recently, companies have changed their focus from product-oriented 
approach within marketing (1960s) to demand-oriented approach within 
quality improvement (1980s) to an emphasis on customer services, cus-
tomer loyalty, and customer profitability such that customers drive future 
strategies and are an important part of the assets of most companies. The 
benefits of customer loyalty and long-term relationships are no longer a 
matter of debate.
High customer value will result in superior customer satisfaction 
and impact customer loyalty.1 When customers are loyal to products or 
services, the benefit to the company is enormous. Moreover, enterprises 
operate more efficiently if they realize maximum value from the consum-
ers and therefore retaining loyal customers is the foundation of profit 
from either the cost or the revenue perspective; good customer relation-
ships drive the survival of companies.
The significance of customer-centric services is undisputed. A frame-
work for service design was proposed in terms of modeling, designing, 
and developing e-service systems.2 The proposed framework also fulfills 
(semi-)automated value coproduction between the service providers and 
the customers in a service. In addition, a great deal of research has inves-
tigated the effect of customer lifetime value (CLV), but it has focused on 
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the lifetime value of existing customers only, and mostly has focused on 
physical products or services, rather than on e-services.
In this chapter, we propose a customer value (CV) model, a new model 
that combines customer and enterprise perspectives to predict customer 
value for the e-service industry.3 The CV model complements the existing 
CLV model by addressing customer value from a different perspective and 
provides clues to short-term customer value for e-service providers.
A New Customer Value Model for Services
We construct a prediction model for short-term customer value, which is 
also a type of deterministic model and defines e-services as the coverage 
of free or charged services over the Internet.4 In this chapter, we focus on 
B2C and C2C e-services, such as weather, stock, or auction e-services. 
The concept of our model is as follows:
Customer value Profit
Time usage 
=  (2.1)
The concept is separated into two blocks: profit and time usage. Profit 
uses the variables of original profit and the ones that influence profit. 
The variable of original profit is the same concept as that of CLV, which 
estimates the value that customers can create for firms over the customers’ 
lifetimes. The additional variable of influence on profit takes into account 
both the customer and the enterprise perspectives. In the enterprise per-
spective, we use reach rate as the primary indicator for advertisements 
over the Internet and portals (e.g., Yahoo), which may include free or 
paid e-services, because the reach rate is easy to collect for portals. In con-
sidering the customer perspective, we take into account the effect of per-
ceived quality for e-services—that is, the difference between expectation 
and perception—and consider time usage to be appropriate to access cost 
because of the characteristics of e-services. Hence, our model estimates 
the customer value per unit of time and is different from previous models 
that predict CLV per unit of cost.
We define the variables in our model as shown in Eq. (2.1) and 
Table 2.1. Time usage indicates the time required for a customer to use 
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e-services, measured from the beginning to the end of a transaction. Profit 
denotes the net value of revenue that is generated by customers using 
e-services, measured by (1) reach rate of advertising (from the enterprise) 
and (2) perceived e-service quality (from the customer). Reach rate may 
result in extra benefits for the enterprise, and any gap between perceived 
quality and expected quality will impact the additional benefits; if the gap 
is negative, the additional benefits will decline and if the gap is positive, 
the additional benefits will increase. Hence, our model proposes that cus-
tomer value is a function of reach rate and perceived quality per unit of 
time required to use the e-service. This concept differs from conventional 
measures of CLV, which take into account only the financial perspective.
Eq. (2.1) can be unfolded into Eq. (2.2), which extends time usage 
and profit to the customer and the enterprise perspective, respectively 
(Table 2.2), such that
CV
NV PS ES
TU
=
+ + −( )







∑∑1 W Ri m
 (2.2)
where CV denotes the profit generated by a customer per unit of time, 
NV is the net value of revenue, R is the ratio of information that is deliv-
ered to the customers (also known as reach rate), m indicates different 
types of media (e.g., Yahoo, MSN), W is the weight for each media, PS is 
the perceived value of e-service(s) for a customer, ES is the expected value 
of e-service(s) for a customer, and TU is the average time required for a 
customer to use e-service(s).
Table 2.1 Definition of profit and time usage
Component Definition Measurement
time usage the time for a 
customer to use 
e-services
the time required from the beginning to the 
end of using e-services
Profit the profit created 
by customers for 
the enterprise
1. Enterprise: reach rate
2.  Customer: the perceived e-service 
quality. Additional profits are generated 
when PS > ES and original profits may be 
reduced when PS < ES
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Customer Segmentation
We segment customers based on profit (enterprise perspective) and sat-
isfaction (customer perspective). Profit indicates the total revenue that 
customers generated in the past, which is also the concept of NV in our 
model. Satisfaction denotes the difference between perception and expec-
tation, which is the difference between ES and PS in our model. We seg-
ment four types of customers, based on high and low profit and positive 
and negative satisfaction (Figure 2.1): Defecting customers, consuming 
customers, potential customers, and best customers.
Best customers generate high profits and have positive satisfaction 
since positive satisfaction results in high loyalty and repeat purchases. For 
customers in this category, companies need to provide personal services in 
order to maintain customer loyalty and retain these valuable customers. 
Potential customers generate low profits but have positive satisfaction. 
Customers in this category are satisfied that the e-services they use meet 
their needs, and they have a good image of the company. Although the 
profit from these customers is low, companies have a significant oppor-
tunity to increase profits from these customers, so the companies need 
to maintain positive satisfaction in order to increase the customers’ loy-
alty and create more profits. Consuming customers generate high profits 
but have negative satisfaction. Customers in this category are at risk for 
attrition, so companies need to increase use time for these customers in 
Defecting Consuming
Potential
Low High
Satisfaction
Best
Profit
N
egative
Positive
Figure 2.1 The matrix for customer segmentation
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order to raise the satisfaction and loyalty and transfer the customers from 
the consuming type to the best type. Defecting customers generate low 
profits and have negative satisfaction. In this category, customers used the 
e-services for a short time and created limited profits. These are the most 
difficult customers—and perhaps the most costly to retain. If a company 
decides to invest in them, it should investigate the reasons for their dissat-
isfaction, correct any shortcomings, and communicate those shortcom-
ings to the customers in the hope that they will eventually become more 
satisfied and more profitable.
An Example of Simulation
The real data is not easy and mostly needs a long time period to collect. 
This book simulated customer behavior based on real-world patterns. The 
simulated data is closer to what we are looking for and explainable in 
the model. We created four scenarios in terms of NV, TU, and ES–PS. 
Each of the four types of customer (best, potential, consuming, and 
defecting) is used to simulate four scenarios (Table 2.3). The simulated 
historical data (from past to present) for NV and TU trends gradually up 
in scenario I. The simulated historical data for NV trends gradually up, 
and TU trends gradually down in scenario II. The simulated historical 
data for NV trends gradually down and TU trends gradually up in sce-
nario III. The simulated historical data for NV and TU both trend gradu-
ally down in scenario IV. We also simulated positive differences for best/
potential customers and negative differences for consuming/defecting 
customers. Figure 2.2 illustrates the trend of historical data and predicted 
Table 2.3 Simulated scenarios for each type of customer
Scenario
NV ES–PS TU NV ES–PS TU
Best/potential customers
Consuming/defecting  
customers
I Up Positive Up Up Negative Up
II Up Positive Down Up Negative Down
III Down Positive Up Down Negative Up
IV Down Positive Down Down Negative Down
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customer value, which is reversed in the predicting process. That is, if the 
trend for historical data is down (up), the trend for predicted CV will be 
up (down).
The simulated results (Figure 2.3) reveal that the best result is sce-
nario II and the worst result is scenario III, while scenarios I and IV give 
similar results. The estimated percentage of the distribution of customer 
value for each type is 48% for scenario II, 21% for scenarios I and IV, 
and 10% for scenario III. Thus, scenario II is superior to scenario I and 
scenario IV is superior to scenario III. The results also show that best 
type, not surprisingly, has the best customer value, the defecting type 
has the worst, and the consuming and potential types are in between, 
with the consuming type superior to the potential type in our simula-
tion. In short, our simulation generates 16 different results with four 
types of customers and four types of scenarios. The best result is the best 
type of customer (high profit, high satisfaction) in scenario II (historical 
data for NV trends gradually up, and TU trends gradually down) and 
the worst result is the defecting type of customer (low profit, low sat-
isfaction) in scenario III (historical data for NV trends gradually down 
and TU trends gradually up). The best result of the defecting type, in 
scenario II, is superior to that of the potential type in scenarios I and III 
and the consuming type in scenario III. Thus, defecting customers still 
need to be taken into account in terms of their potential for creating 
more profit.
Predicted CVHistorical data
Present
Up Down
Down Up
Figure 2.2 The relationship between historical data and predicted CV 
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Insights From New Model of Customer Value
The model by which to measure customer value has changed with the 
onset of technology revolution. In this section, we compare the differ-
ence between our CV model and the existing CLV model (Table 2.4). 
The extant literature has investigated the relationships among products, 
service quality, and customer value in direct marketing, but we propose a 
different perspective of a model for customer value in the Internet envi-
ronment.5 The proposed model combines two perspectives to predict 
future customer value based on historical data. The model which provides 
clues for measuring customer value is simpler and easier to understand 
than existing mathematical models and takes into account e-service qual-
ity, which is often difficult to measure and quantify. Some of the extant 
research has emphasized the relationship between the customer and ser-
vice quality, but it has not predicted customer value.6
Existing researches estimated CLV from financial indicators and 
strengthened CLV by proposing a variety of marketing strategies.9 In pre-
dicting customer value over the short-term (within 12 months), our CV 
model is the complement of CLV, which predicts long-term customer 
value (a few years). Our results also support the idea that e-services have 
the potential to impact customer value.
Generally, reach rate is the most useful measure with which compa-
nies can execute marketing strategies. Some research has indicated that 
0
Best (II)
Consuming (II)
Consuming (I & IV)
Consuming (III)
Best (I & IV)
Best (III)
Defecting (II)
Defecting (III)
Defecting (I & IV)
Potential (II)
Potential (I & IV)
Potential (III)
200 400
Customer value
600 800 1000 1200
Figure 2.3 All results of the simulation
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word-of-mouth can affect CLV, but problems in the measures may be 
caused by over-involvement of customers (e.g., ethical crises). The current 
work considers how advertising influences customer satisfaction/loyalty 
and places reach rate as a variable in the model. We focus on e-services 
that customers can consume over the Internet, but the proposed model 
can be applied to other industries as well; future research can investigate 
different types of markets (e.g., the completely perfect market) in order to 
observe and predict changes in CV.
The CV model and the CLV model both come from the customer 
perspective, but CLV measures CLV without prediction while the CV 
model provides an avenue by which to consider customer and enterprise 
perspective simultaneously. Thus, the CV model not only complements 
the CLV but also assists enterprises in identifying customer value and 
generating superior benefits.
In this chapter, the concept of service mining provides a different 
 perspective to look at customer value on services. Traditionally, CLV is 
Table 2.4 Major differences between CV and CLV
Customer value (CV)
Customer lifetime  
value (CLV)
Environment Internet (e-services) Physical (Products/Services)
Concept Utilize e-service quality and 
reach rate to measure customer 
value
Evaluate CLV
Perspective Customer and enterprise Enterprise
Difference Short-term prediction Long-term prediction
Advantages7 1.  Financial perspective (net 
value of revenue)
2.  Designed for e-services
3.  Combination of customer and 
enterprise perspectives
4.  Easy to apply
1.  Financial perspective  
(Dwyer, 1989)
2.  Utilizes customer retention 
rate (Nadeem, 2006)
3.  Customer value table 
(Mulhern, 1999)
4.  Need more information to 
apply
Limitations8 1.  A limited model
2.  E-service quality is not easy 
to measure
3.  Ignores the differences among 
various types of markets
1.  Complicated computation
2.  Ignores satisfaction  
(Nadeem, 2006)
3.  Appropriate only for a 
physical environment
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used in accounting to predict customer value for better management. The 
proposed customer value model is a new viewpoint to refine customer 
value especially on services. By modeling customer value, enterprises 
can get closer and better understanding of customers on services. This 
also results in superior service management and dealing with customer 
responses.
CHAPTER 3
Mining the Price of Service
This chapter introduces how to estimate the price of service based on 
customer-perceived value. The method to price the services is through a 
modeling approach using behavioral psychology as the basis. This chapter 
covers the method (modeling), scope (service pricing), and domain (elec-
tronic services) in Figure 1.3. In this chapter, service mining is used to 
help enterprises get a better understanding of fair price of services.
The development of information technology has triggered the trans-
formation of traditional services concept into the new array of online 
services (electronic service). E-services reduce costs and enhance the effi-
ciency to build strong customer relationships.1 E-service is defined as 
“providing services through an electronic network.”2 Research on tradi-
tional services mostly focus on quality issues, particularly E-SERVQUAL 
was proposed to measure service quality, and some devised constructs 
were used to measure online shopping quality.3 However, the synthesized 
perspective of pricing and quality issues is still scant. In addition, existing 
literature on pricing issues also focuses on digital products. The essen-
tiality of e-services is to provide a customer-centric quality of services, 
which is simultaneously influenced by a customer’s perceived quality.4 
Hence this research considers e-service quality to build an e-service pric-
ing model.
In service marketing, the difficulty of pricing services is higher than 
that of products. A comprehensive e-service pricing method is also scant. 
The traditional cost-oriented pricing approach is not applicable to the 
e-service domain due to the features of e-services (e.g., storable and divid-
able).5 Furthermore, studies have frequently investigated the relationships 
between price, quality, and perceived value to examine consumer inten-
tions based on existing research.6 In this chapter, we seek to propose a 
pricing model for a particular e-service based on customer perceived qual-
ity and observe the relationship between price and the perceived value. 
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In other words, the proposed pricing model generates an appropriate 
price and examines the influence of the perceived value from the price.
According to a report by InsightXplorer in Taiwan (August 2009), 
the market share of blogs in Taiwan is as follows: Wretch (57.9%), Yahoo 
(14.7%), Pixnet (5.6%), Windows Live Spaces (4.4%), and Yam (3.8%). 
We collected data from existing paid e-services. Yahoo and Yam provide 
free online space to registered users, and Windows Live Spaces provides 
free limited space to registered users. Wretch and Pixnet both provide 
free and paid memberships. Meanwhile, Wretch has the most members 
in Taiwan (officially 6.5 million users) compared to Pixnet (officially 1.45 
million users), including 5% paid members. Hence, we selected Wretch 
(http://www.wretch.cc/) as an example to test the proposed model.
Discovering Service Price
In this chapter, we investigate two parts: the pricing model and the 
perceived value, and propose an e-service pricing model based on per-
ceived e-service quality, as well as utilizing transaction utility theory as 
the basis to discuss the relationship between price and the perceived 
value for e- services. We use the concept of the extended cost-oriented 
pricing approach for traditional services to build a new pricing model, 
which is based on e-service quality. In Eq. (3.1), C is the total cost of 
an e-service (i.e., fixed cost and variable cost), GP is the expected profit 
of the e-service, and Q is the score of the customer-perceived e-service 
quality based on e-SERVQUAL. P a is the revised price, and P m is the 
average market price.
P P C Qα = + + +m ( ) * ( )GP 1  (3.1)
Eq. (3.1) can be divided into two parts: pricing basis (C and GP) and 
user benefit (Q). The idea is to consider the average market price (P) and 
perceived e-service quality simultaneously to generate a new price. In the 
pricing basis part, this study defines cost to include variable cost and fixed 
cost as a monetary value. A variable cost indicates the changeable cost of 
a specific e-service based the increment or decrement of users, such as 
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maintenance cost. Fixed cost indicates the total amount of fixed costs of a 
specific e-service in a time period. Expected profit is the financial benefit 
that an e-service provider aims to gain in a time period.
In the user benefit part, this book utilizes seven constructs from 
e-SERVQUAL (efficiency, fulfillment, reliability, privacy, responsiveness, 
compensation, and contact) to measure customer-perceived e-service 
quality, and to estimate the gap between perception and expectation. 
We define the concept as shown in Eq. (3.2). i stands for i th construct, 
Pi indicates the perceived e-service quality of the i-th construct, and Ei is 
the expected e-service quality of the i th construct.
q P Ei i i= −( )  (3.2)
We employ multiattribute utility theory (MAUT) to sum the score of 
each construct as a final score. The customer also provides the weight 
of each construct simultaneously. MAUT is a decision-based approach 
for evaluating the value of a product. Each user has his or her own 
value and weight based on perception. Eq. (3.3) shows the concept of 
MAUT for this research. In this study, n is equal to 7, which indicates 
the seven constructs. wi indicates the relative value of weight for the 
i-th construct compared to other constructs from customer perception 
and ∑ =
=i
n
iw
1
1.
Q w qi i
i
n
= ( )
=
∑ *
1
 (3.3)
In addition to the price, we investigate the relationship between price 
and perceived value, employing transaction utility theory to estimate the 
perceived value of a specific e-service based on the generated price. Trans-
action utility theory employs two functions as the basis: value function 
and utility function. The concept of transaction utility theory is shown in 
Eq. (3.4), in which v( p  – p) indicates the acquisition utility, which is the 
gap between actual paid price ( p ) and perceived value equal to product 
z ( p ) for purchasing product z. v(–p: –p*) represents transaction utility, 
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which is difference between actual paid price ( p) and reference price (p*) 
for Product z. Hence, the total utility is W (z, p, p*).
W z p p v p p v p p, , * , : *( )= −( )+ − −( )  (3.4)
The original definition for transaction utility theory is the utility of a 
specific product. We consider e-service to be a type of information prod-
uct that can be applied to this model. Thus, Product z can be changed to 
e-service z. p is the actual paid price for purchasing e-service z, p* is the 
reference price for z, which is also the average paid price for z or similar 
e-services, and p  is the perceived value for purchasing the e-service z. 
Additionally, the value function is also applied to the proposed model, as 
shown in Figure 3.1. The value function presents the mapping relation-
ship between value and gains/losses. This study investigates and analyzes 
the changes of perceived value from the generated price.
An Example to Price Services
We utilized a simple questionnaire to collect data from paid members (sil-
ver, golden, and super golden). The purpose was to obtain the expectation 
and perception of e-service quality between prepurchase and  postpurchase 
x
(Gain)(Losses)
(Value)
v(x)
Figure 3.1 Value function
Source: Thaler (1985).
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of the members. We utilized a 7-point Likert scale, with a score of 1 indi-
cating “very poor” to 7 indicating “very good.” The expected price and 
equivalent value were obtained simultaneously as a monetary value. The 
question to obtain the expected price was, “What was the expected price 
for this e-service before purchasing the membership?” The question to 
obtain the equivalent value was, “What is the price based on perceived 
e-service performance after purchasing the membership?”
A total of 105 samples were collected via an online sampling 
approach. The valid number of samples was 100, and the valid response 
rate was 95%. The ratio of gender was even for males and females. The 
age of members varied between 20 and 25 (70%), and 26 and 30 (21%). 
Member education levels ranged from university/college (58%) to gradu-
ate students (34%). Paying members were mostly students (48%). The 
income of members was chiefly below 10,000 TWD (36%).
Mining New Prices of Services
We separated 100 data points into six categories with respect to the 
valid period and membership price as follows: (1) 21% for 30 days silver 
($2.75), (2) 42% for 365 days silver ($15.6), (3) 7% for 30 days golden 
($5.88), (4) 24% for 365 days golden ($31.25), (5) 2% for 365 days 
super silver ($64.5), and (6) 4% for super golden ($125). However, the 
number of samples for super silver and super golden members was insuffi-
cient. Therefore, the analysis was mainly based on silver and golden mem-
bers. The usage of e-services for 30 days and 365 days for silver or golden 
members is the same. Therefore, the discussion is combined based on the 
different periods of membership instead of the types of membership:
1. Silver 30 days
The actual price for this type of membership is $2.75. The aver-
age expected price from respondents is $1.8. The average equivalent 
value is $2.53. The new estimated price is $1.94.
2. Silver 365 days
The actual price for this type of membership is $15.6. The average 
expected price from respondents is $10.5. The average equivalent 
value is $10.94. The new estimated price is $4.69.
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3. Golden 30 days
The actual price for this type of membership is $5.88. The average 
expected price from respondents is $5.13. The average equivalent 
value is $5.59. The new estimated price is $5.31.
4. Golden 365 days
The actual price for this type of membership is $31.25. The average 
expected price from respondents is $21.53. The average equivalent 
value is $19.97. The new estimated price is $9.38.
The results revealed that the average perceived e-service quality of 
silver and golden members are both negative. The negative effect of 
perceived quality may generate a low estimated price. Figure 3.2 shows 
the comparison of the negative effects of average perceived quality. The 
average number of differences between expectation and perception for 
e-service quality are –1.3 (30 days silver), –1.7 (365 days silver), –1.1 (30 
days golden), and –1.7 (365 days golden). The negative effect of 30 days 
silver is –30%, which is derived from the sum of 1 and –1.3. Therefore, 
the total effect of the perceived e-service quality on new price estimation 
is merely 70%. The impact for 365 days silver and 365 days golden is sig-
nificant, which results in –70% perceived e-service quality. The perceived 
e-service quality is extremely low (both –1.7). The minus effect of 30 
days golden is low, which only reduces 10% for the new price estimation. 
100%
90%
80%
70%
30%
70%
70%
70%
60%
50%
40%
10%
90%
30%
30%
30%
20%
10%
Golden 365 daysGolden 30 daysSilver 365 daysSilver 30 days
0%
Figure 3.2 Comparison of the negative effects of average perceived 
e-service quality
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Members who paid for 365 days (silver or golden) may expect a higher 
e-service quality compared to members who paid for 30 days. However, 
the results reveal that the perceived e-service quality is significantly lower 
than expected.
Insights From Re-Modeling Service Prices
Existing studies mostly investigated the definition, scope, and qual-
ity of e-services. The pricing model for e-services still remains scant in 
the related literature. Although pricing models for traditional services 
are addressed, the appropriateness for applying them in e-services still 
requires verification. We proposed a quality-based e-service pricing 
model, utilizing e-SERVQUAL as the basis to measure e-service qual-
ity and combine MAUT to estimate the price. The results reveal that 
new price can increase perceived value from negative to positive. The new 
price is also closer to the reference point of the consumers. Furthermore, 
we investigated the causal relations between perceived quality, price, and 
perceived value, instead of price, perceived quality, and perceived value, 
as is the traditional perspective. This book also verified the relationship 
between old price and new price. The results confirm that price may be 
the intermediary between perceived quality and perceived value.
In this chapter, the concept of service mining provides a different 
viewpoint to recheck the service price. In the traditional marketing per-
spective, pricing methods are taken into account the expected profit. 
However, services are different from products as especially customer per-
ceptions are different. Hence, dynamic pricing concept is used to explore 
the appropriate service price for various customers. By remodeling the 
service price, enterprises may have a different mindset to implement 
differential pricing. The profits will also improve increasingly in the end.

CHAPTER 4
Mining Cooperation of 
Services
This chapter introduces how to use information technology to discover 
appropriate electronic service partners. Fuzzy theory, which is widely used 
in artificial intelligence, is used to investigate the fitness between two ser-
vice providers. This chapter covers the method (technology), scope (ser-
vice cooperation), and domain (electronic services) given in Figure 1.3. 
In this chapter, service mining is used to assist enterprises recheck the 
appropriateness of service partners scientifically.
Due to economic development, the structures of industries have 
changed. The service industry has recently become the economic core of 
every country (Figure 4.1). The number is more than 70% in Europe and 
the United States. The concept of e-service recently extended the business 
model of e-commerce.1 E-service not only reduces cost, but also increases 
the efficiency of companies.2
E-service can be divided into two dimensions: category process 
(B2B, B2C, and C2C) and delivery process (physical, digital, and pure 
services).3 Based on our knowledge, most users access Internet portals 
frequently throughout the day (e.g., Yahoo). An Internet portal is the 
gate that connects websites around the world, providing all types of ser-
vices, such as weather, finance, dictionary, or navigation. However, these 
services are furnished by other allied companies. The existing literature 
mostly investigates traditional companies.4 Nevertheless, research regard-
ing cooperations in the e-service industry is still scant.
The purpose of strategic alliance is to reduce costs and risks, acquire 
resources and knowledge, or enter foreign countries. A strategic alliance 
may fail. According to a report from McKinsey, 60% of all strategic alli-
ances have failed. The evaluation of a strategic alliance is extremely sig-
nificant. Existing literature merely focuses on the demand of enterprises 
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to earn profits. In this chapter, we investigate the alliance of e-service 
from the customer’s perspective, utilizing the concept by Allee (2000) 
to construct a value network of cooperation, including product, service, 
and intangible asset.5 In addition, complement skills, cultures, and goal 
compatibility are considered to be crucial for alliances.6 Financial assets, 
technology, degree of willingness to share, and capital asset were also the 
criteria for choosing partners.7 The goal of an alliance is to obtain mutual 
benefits.8 The appropriateness of an alliance is also significant for two 
allied companies. The performance of an alliance is an indicator to meas-
ure the appropriateness of two allied companies.
In this chapter, we aim to trigger an alliance from the customer’s per-
spective. In other words, we emphasize the cooperation between e-service 
providers. In the environment of e-commerce, a customer’s needs are sig-
nificant to firms that can help them obtain profit. According to the sub-
jective theory of value, the value of a product and service is generated by 
customer needs. Thus, this study recognizes customer needs by delivering 
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value in an e-service alliance. Cooperation features also vary depending 
on the customers. We consider customer assessment for all features (e.g., 
score and weight), and use them as the basis for e-service cooperation. 
To solve this ambiguous problem, we use fuzzy theory to collect the cus-
tomer perception of value in an accurate manner.
A Value Network Based Cooperation
We use a value network to present the delivered value between an 
e-service provider and customer. A value network is an analytic view-
point for enterprises.9 The node in the network represents a company 
or a customer. The line to connect two nodes represents the delivered 
value. The network that enfolds all nodes and lines is the value network. 
Meanwhile, the tangible and intangible values are also considered in the 
value network. A tangible value indicates product, service, and profit. An 
intangible value, includes knowledge regarding process, technology, and 
collaborative design. The value of a value network comprises product, 
service, profit, knowledge, or intangible benefit.
Figure 4.2 shows that A is the website and B is the possible company for 
cooperation. This study examined a portal (i.e., Yahoo) as the major com-
pany that may cooperate with other e-service providers (e.g., weather and 
finance). A portal is an access point for the Internet and provides fast and 
updated information.10 Thus, the value of a portal is convenience. Con-
sumers can generate traffic for a website and attract advertising income. 
Furthermore, Company B provides e-services to consumers and earns an 
income.11 For example, if B is an online bookstore, the delivered value is 
book and knowledge. We examine the value from an e-service cooperation 
viewpoint and evaluate the perception of consumers on satisfaction.
Case Illustration: Yahoo! Online Dictionary
Figure 4.3 demonstrates the value network of Yahoo! online dictionary in 
Taiwan. Online dictionaries can overcome the problem of finding appro-
priate meanings of translated sentences when learning a second language.12 
Hence, the correctness of an online dictionary is very important for online 
users because it provides a picture of a reliable service. There is the option 
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of learning multiple languages via the Internet.13 Specifically, a large num-
ber of online dictionaries furnish the pronunciation of each word over the 
Internet. This research synthesized three significant criteria for online dic-
tionaries as the major value (reliability, convenience, and language study), 
and extended them to seven subcriteria based on the literature.
We collected 100 samples, and only invited people who had the expe-
rience using online dictionaries (Figure 4.4). The results show that the 
reliability of fuzzy satisfaction for Yahoo!/Google’s online dictionary is 
0.5274, 0.7254, 0.9008, which is higher than Yahoo!/Dr. Eye (0.4113, 
0.6041, 0.7906). The two subcriteria of Yahoo!/Google’s online diction-
ary are all higher than those of Yahoo!/Dr. Eye. This research discovered 
that the functions (explanation and translation) and correctness are simi-
lar for Dr. Eye and Google’s online dictionary. The only difference is that 
Google permits users to search for other meanings or explanations over 
the Internet. The extended search function is convincing for users and 
makes up for the shortage of the scope of the dictionary. However, Yahoo! 
enables users to extend their search on the basis of knowledge, instead of 
websites. The correctness of sources is however questionable. Therefore, 
users might consider Google’s online dictionary to be superior to that of 
Dr. Eye.
The results show that the convenience of fuzzy satisfaction for Yahoo!/
Google’s online dictionary is 0.6029, 0.8028, 0.933, which is higher than 
that of Yahoo!/Dr. Eye (0.5177, 0.7142, 0.8838). The two subcriteria of 
Yahoo!/Google’s online dictionary are all higher than those of Yahoo!/ 
Dr. Eye. The accessibility is similar due to the convenience of the Internet. 
However, the usability is different. Dr. Eye separates its dictionary and 
translation into two webpages, and Google’s online dictionary integrates 
two functions into a webpage. In addition, Yahoo! also embedded unre-
lated advertisements in the online dictionary webpage, which may render 
it messy. Therefore, users possibly prefer an easy and clean interface when 
using online dictionaries.
The results show that the fuzzy satisfaction for Yahoo!/Google’s online 
dictionary is 0.5577, 0.7570, 0.9172, which is higher than that of Yahoo!/
Dr. Eye (0.4199, 0.6136, 0.8055). The three subcriteria of Yahoo!/Goog-
le’s online dictionary are all higher than those of Yahoo!/Dr. Eye. The 
integrity of content revealed that Google’s online dictionary is superior 
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to that of Dr. Eye because Google allows extended search via the Inter-
net. The correctness of pronunciation in English is similar. Specifically, 
Google enables the user access multiple languages (58 countries) for its 
dictionary and translation. Therefore, this study inferred that users prefer 
Google’s online dictionary compared to that of Dr. Eye.
According to the research, the fuzzy satisfaction of each criterion can 
be transformed into a triangular membership function.14 Hence, reliabil-
ity = {0.6031/A, 0.7216/B}, convenience = {0.7097/A, 0.7912/B}, and 
language study = {0.6133/A, 0.7505/B}. The results are subsequently 
multiplied by weight. The results are as follows:
• Reliability × 0.551648 = {0.3327/A, 0.3981/B}
• Convenience × 0.307928 = {0.2185/A, 0.2436/B}
• Language study × 0.140424 = {0.0861/A, 0.1054/B}
We used a minimum number to determine the decision (D) = 
{0.0861/A, 0.1054/B}. Hence, the best decision is B (0.1054), which 
means that users consider Google’s online dictionary to be the optimal 
partner for Yahoo!. According to a report from AC Nielsen on January 
2011, the number of persons-times for Google is 361542000, and Yahoo! 
is 234449000. Users utilize dictionaries in their default homepage. Since 
the number of persons-times for Google is higher than that of Yahoo!, 
this research inferred high usage results in high reputation and positive 
evaluation for Google.
The results of this case study reveal that the optimal partner for Yahoo! 
is Google’s online dictionary. However, the current partner is Dr. Eye, and 
not Google. Yahoo! and Google are competitors, though Yahoo! is a por-
tal and Google is a search engine. According to the co-opetition, a chance 
still exists for cooperation when still in competition. The goal is to create 
more value and benefit with sacrifices and contributions. In this case, 
Yahoo! benefits from Google (establishing a quality online dictionary), 
though Google does not benefit from Yahoo!. In addition, a joint goal 
with trust is necessary for both companies under a competition/coopera-
tion framework. In this case, the goals of two firms are completely dif-
ferent. Yahoo! earns profits while Google provides quality and free online 
services. Hence, the cooperation between the companies is impossible in 
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their current state. The results provide insight for Yahoo! that the qual-
ity of its existing online dictionary is significant to users. In summation, 
Yahoo! must improve the quality and user interface (remove advertise-
ments) of Dr. Eye from its portal.
Implications for Mining Cooperative Services
Companies must recognize what type of value they can convey to custom-
ers or what customers want when they are offered a service. This research 
used the concept of a value network to reveal the value between customers 
and e-service providers. For example, reliability, convenience, and lan-
guage study are major values for Yahoo!. Firms can conduct surveys and 
review literature to discover key values. The significance of a value can also 
guide companies to allocate resources efficiently. Once a value is identi-
fied, the furnished e-service can appropriately be delivered to customers. 
Thus, this study proves the significance of a value network and can help 
enterprises recognize their value.
Selecting potential partners or evaluating existing partners are sig-
nificant processes for companies. Strategic planning after cooperation is 
also essential. Specifically, the assessment of current partners is necessary 
to discover problems. For Yahoo!, the results reveal that Google’s online 
dictionary is superior to that of Dr. Eye, which is its existing partner. The 
results also help managers consider changing partners or reexamining the 
value for improvement. Based on the concept of competition, firms can 
also consider cooperation under competition. Hence, this research pro-
vides a different perspective from the customer viewpoint for e-service 
cooperation.
Existing literature on strategic alliance chiefly focused on traditional 
industries. The selection and evaluation of partners also relies on finan-
cial assessment. The goal is to increase profit through cooperation. This 
research devised and applied fuzzy theory to provide a customer-oriented 
concept for cooperation in an e-service environment. Existing e-services 
are mostly free. Thus, companies can consider more customers responses 
to appeal to more potential customers. That is, companies should con-
sider customers when selecting partners for cooperation, which differs 
from the traditional approach.
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In this chapter, the concept of service mining provides a different 
viewpoint to recheck the appropriateness between service providers. Alli-
ance and cooperation are necessary to obtain higher benefit and profit. 
Discovering appropriate partners is extremely important in service indus-
try because service is dynamic and the synergy of service cooperation is 
difficult to measure. Hence, using scientific method to quantifying the 
appropriateness between service providers is useful. By reexamining the 
cooperation from customer viewpoint, companies can understand which 
partner is worth to cooperate and earn more profit. The synergy may also 
be amplified by selecting right partners on services.

CHAPTER 5
Mining Services in Customer 
Relationship Management
This chapter proposes how to use modeling behavior to predict services 
based on customer demands. The methods that are employed to forecast 
potential services are Bayesian theorem and Markov chain. This chap-
ter covers the method (modeling), scope (customer service usage), and 
domain (electronic services) as given in Figure 1.3. In this chapter, service 
mining is used to assist enterprises better understand what the customer 
demands and what the appropriate services are.
Due to recent developments in the increasing use of Internet, consumer 
behavior has changed and new needs have emerged. Enterprises devoted to 
combining new technologies with traditional service concepts have created 
a new type of service called e-service. Firms attempting to deliver products 
or services electronically do so to enhance operational efficiency and profit. 
Customer relationship management (CRM) shows particular potential as 
a bourgeoning e-service. In a traditional business model, profits can be 
enhanced by 25% to 80% by increasing customer loyalty by just 5%. A 
1% increase in the customer retention rate has a 5% influence on the com-
pany’s profit.1 The cost required to discover a new customer is six to seven 
times greater than that required to retaining existing customers.2 E-services 
offer an additional opportunity to retain customers and improve customer 
loyalty in a highly effective and efficient manner.
According to a report from Bain & Company (www.bain.com), the 
average annual rate of customer loss is approximately 20% to 30% for 
U.S. enterprises. Even among top 500 enterprises, at least half of the 
customer base is lost every 5 years. Most existing e-CRM literature inves-
tigates e-CRM activities relating to service quality from the perspective of 
enterprises. These studies seek to identify the factors involved in customer 
satisfaction, loyalty, and trust, as well as the resources and technology 
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required to achieve them. Several researches also focused on the signifi-
cance of service experience3 and examined CRM implementation strate-
gies.4 Therefore, we consider experience with e-service a critical aspect of 
e-CRM, and focus on the means by which customer needs can be satis-
fied and customers retained through the implementation of appropriate 
e-CRM services.
Before revising business strategy, companies need to completely rec-
ognize customer expectations and examine the difference between expec-
tations and perceptions. In this chapter, we aim to revisit the value of 
e-services based on customer usage and propose a customer value frame-
work connecting customer needs with CRM e-services. The goal is to 
assist companies in their quest to enhance customer satisfaction and 
loyalty with respect to e-CRM issues.
A New CRM Framework
Customer value can be classified into four categories: self-actualized value, 
social and emotional value, added value, and functional value.5 The lowest 
level of customer value is concrete and the highest level of customer value 
is abstract. All levels of customer value are interconnected, and higher 
levels of customer value need to be satisfied from lower levels of customer 
value. This chapter proposes a customer value framework based on two 
dimensions: customer value and e-CRM processes.
In Table 5.1, the two lowest levels of customer value are functional 
and added value, which encompass the concept of CRM 1.0. Only closed 
or one-way communication is allowed in CRM 1.0, indicating that only 
firms could decide when to communicate with customers. At this level, 
customers desire useful e-services with basic functions and a few extended 
e-services to obtain added value. For example, customers need Google to 
help them to search for information and guide them to related websites. 
These two levels of customer value are based on basic and expected value. 
Companies must provide e-services that customers perceive as useful and 
endeavor to fulfill the needs of their customers.
The third level of value is social and emotional. These are empha-
sized in CRM 2.0, in which value cocreation is a two-way interaction. 
At this level, companies provide e-services to fulfill the value desired by 
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customers and enhance the sense of belonging perceived by customers, 
and the influence of word-of-mouth is most noticeable at this level. The 
satisfaction resulting from delivering social and emotional value is the 
most important for the creation and retention of customers. The highest 
level of value is self-actualized, which is also expected by customers. At 
this level, customers expect pleasant surprises from the companies they 
deal with. This concept is promoted in CRM 3.0, wherein customers 
are encouraged to solve problems on their own as well as provide sugges-
tions and comments to improve the e-services, thereby enhancing their 
sustainability. Customers provide enterprises with valuable information, 
based on the concept of customer-centric radiation. At this level, custom-
ers dominate the process of CRM, helping companies to retain customers 
and increase profits.
Prediction of Customer Value
We employ a Markov chain to predict the level of customer value using 
Bayesian theory to forecast appropriate CRM e-services. A Markov chain 
is a sequence of random variables, which assumes that the present state, 
future state, and past states are independent. Markov chains are described 
by direct graphs where the edges between two states are labeled by prob-
abilities. Theoretically, Markov chains are used for the prediction of inter-
related states (events) based on time. The major advantage of Markov 
chains is that the current state may assist in predicting the following state. 
In this work, the level of customer value changes sequentially through 
each of the levels. Our approach identifies the lower level of customer 
value must be addressed before progressing to higher levels of customer 
value. Hence, this research utilizes Markov chain to predict the future 
level of customer value (i.e., four states including functional value, added 
value, social and emotional value, and self-actualized value).
Markov chains have been applied in many fields, such as medicine, 
geography, finance, sports, entertainment, and business. In this research, 
we assumed that the four states were four levels of customer value: self-
actualized value, social and emotional value, added value, and functional 
value. Moreover, we provided three indicators to evaluate the perfor-
mance and accuracy of the Markov chain approach: precision, recall, and 
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F-measure. Evaluation indices, such as precision, recall, and F- measure, are 
widely used in the domain of information retrieval. Precision is defined as 
the proportion of predictions and ideal needs ascribed to each (Eq. 5.1). 
By considering only the top most results returned by a system, precision 
takes into account all predicted needs above a particular threshold of sig-
nificance. Recall is defined as the proportion of ideal needs predicted out 
of all ideal needs available (Eq. 5.2). It is trivial to achieve 100% recall by 
fulfilling all needs in response to a given point in time. That is, recall alone 
is insufficient; one needs to measure the number of irrelevant predicted 
needs. F-measure is the weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall 
(Eq. 5.3). A traditional F-measure or balanced F-score is also known as 
the F-measure, in which recall and precision are evenly weighted. Hence, 
this research aims to utilize three indicators to measure the performance 
of Markov chains in terms of adequacy:
Precision Predicted and ideal value
All value predicted
=  (5.1)
Recall Predicted and ideal value
Out of all ideal value ava
=
ilable
 (5.2)
F-measure 2 Precision Recall
Precision Recall
= × ×
+
 (5.3)
Bayesian probability models are used to forecast posterior probability 
according to prior probability and sample probability, in which all events 
are interrelated. Bayesian inference is an approach using statistical infer-
ences. The probabilities can be adjusted when new evidence occurs. Bayes-
ian probability model determines what one’s probability for the hypothesis 
is based on the known outcomes. The advantage of this approach is the 
ability to infer outcomes despite small sample sizes and limited infor-
mation. The Bayesian theorem specifies how to use new information to 
adjust estimated probability, and the basic assumption is that all variables 
are independent (e.g., P(A∩B) = P(A) × P(B)). We assumed three CRM 
e- services (attraction, interaction, and retention) as dependent events, 
and each level of customer value could provide a combination of CRM 
e- services. The reason for this was that, in practice, each process of e- service 
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 operates  independently. No doubt, each user uses a particular combination 
of CRM e-services, and Bayesian theory is used to estimate the highest 
number of conditional probability for all CRM e-service combinations 
for each user. We also used adequacy to measure the performance of the 
Bayesian theory. Adequacy is defined as the percentage of predicted e-ser-
vices that are actually used (Eq. 5.4) For instance, if our approach provided 
a combination A1, I2, and R3 and the actual usage of combination is A1, 
I3, and R3, the percentage of adequacy would be 66.7%:
Adequacy
Actual usage of e-services
All predicted e-service
=
s
 (5.4)
A Real-World Example for Illustration
We selected iTunes in Taiwan as the e-service platform for our case study 
due to the sufficiently high number of users and the variety of e-services 
it provides. iTunes is a well-known and popular platform for users to 
download music, movies, TV programs, podcasts, and other applications. 
We applied the proposed value framework to e-services from iTunes. In 
Table 5.2, iTunes e-services are matched according to the four levels of cus-
tomer value (functional value (B), added value (C), social and emotional 
value (E), self-actualized value (S), and three types of CRM processes 
(attraction, interaction, and retention). We attempted to match 29 iTunes 
e-services with our framework. In the category of attract, e-services are 
intended to attract users. In the category of interact, e-services can assist 
users in interacting with iTunes. In the category of retain, e-services can 
provide increased benefit to promote or maintain loyalty. The proposed 
value framework covers 18 e-services of attraction, five e-services of inter-
action, and six e-services of retention. In order to reduce complexity, we 
assumed each e-service only belonged to one category, although a number 
of e-services may be classified in more than one category. We attempted to 
match them to the most reasonable and appropriate category.
We interviewed 30 iTunes users (15 students and 15 workers) with 
the experience of using iTunes services and collected information on their 
behavior. We discovered that students and workers are distinct with regard 
to paying for iTunes services and user preferences. We used  economic 
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means and involvement in music to segment the 30 users according to 
four types. As shown in Table 5.3, study participants were divided into 
addicted students (7), typical students (8), addicted workers (6), and typi-
cal workers (9).
The behavior of users using the iTunes services varied according to 
interview results. We consider light involvement in music as a feature 
Table 5.2 iTunes e-services matched with the proposed framework
Attract Interact Retain
S
AS1:  Customized Music 
recommendation
AS2:  Personalized Music 
Composition
AS3:  Customized Content and 
Delivery
IS1:  Music/
Application 
Evaluation
RS1:  Personalized 
Music Channel 
Management
E
AE1:  Music Usage from other 
Peers in the Community
AE2: itunes Gift Card Delivery
AE3: online Sharing
IE1: online Forum RE1:  Music 
recommendation 
from Good Peers
RE2:  Comments 
Sharing for Music
C
AC1: radio or tV programs 
Subscription
AC2: iPod Games
AC3: itunes Scholar Videos
AC4: Applications
AC5: Movies or Videos
AC6: Bundling Service
IC1:  italk online 
Customer 
Service
IC2: Email Service
RC1:  New Product and 
Information via 
Email
RC2:  Application 
Update
B
AB1:  Music Update and Download 
(each week)
AB2: Free trial Music (each week)
AB3: Music recording Service
IB1:  Self-Service 
(FAQ)
RB1: Discount 
Provision
Source: (Summarized by this book)
Table 5.3. iTunes user type
Economic ability
Low High
Involvement of 
music
Heavy Addicted student Addicted worker
Light typical student typical worker
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of typical users and heavy involvement of music as a feature of addicted 
users. Limited economic means could result in a limited budget to pay 
for iTunes services. In contrast, strong economic means may facilitate the 
usage of iTunes services. Typical students spent less on iTunes services 
due to monetary concerns and low music involvement and tended to 
find opportunities to obtain free videos and applications. Addicted stu-
dents were interested in information related to music, entertainment, and 
learning services, as well as interacting with peers. However, their spend-
ing was limited to e-services. Typical workers considered music a leisure 
media and paid for music and entertainment products. Addicted workers 
had a passion for music and were economically stable. They were particu-
larly interested in information about music or products and demanded 
high quality e-services and customization.
In addition to customer segmentation, we collected information on 
e-service usage through interviews. We asked participants to provide infor-
mation regarding e-service usage in the previous 13 days (around two weeks). 
Based on this information, we attempted to match each used e- service with 
a category of customer value at a level of CRM process. We also requested 
the users to provide information concerning at least one e-service they used 
each day. In this manner, we integrated the e-services used by each type 
of user to simulate a chain. Due to difficulties in obtaining data concern-
ing long-term e-service usage, we assumed that the usage was routinely 
repeated over time. In other words, we extended the simulated samples to 
26, 39, 52, and 65 days based on 13 days of e-service usage.
Mining Demanded Customer Services
We simulated 26, 39, 52, and 65 days of usage for each type of user. Based 
on the e-service usage we collected, we assumed that each day represented 
a level of customer value. In other words, each customer used several 
e-services to fulfill a level of customer value each day. Two-thirds of the 
data was utilized for building the transition matrix and one-third of the 
data was employed for verifying validity based on the constructed transi-
tion matrix. Indicators for validity were precision, recall, and F-measure. 
The results of the simulation revealed that 52 days had the best outcome 
with regard to precision, recall, and F-measure. In particular, precision 
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rates were 70.59% for the typical student and addicted worker, 64.71% 
for the addicted student, and 50% for the typical worker. The average 
precision rate percentage was 64.7%. The recall rate was 66.7% for the 
typical student, 69.57% for the addicted student, 57.41% for the typi-
cal worker, and 78.26% for the addicted worker. The average recall rate 
percentage was 61.48%. The F-measure for 52 days was 67.91%, which 
was the best value among all simulated data.
Our results also revealed that the precision rate was high for typi-
cal students and addicted workers, reaching 60% to 70% for the various 
periods of time simulated in the study. Typical students had the highest 
degree of involvement with music, while addicted workers had the low-
est. The precision rates were different before the five predicted days, and 
close in the long term for the four types. Meanwhile, the precision rate 
for typical workers was the lowest. The average precision rate for data was 
59.38% (26), 62.52% (39), 64.70% (52), and 59.52% (65). The trend 
revealed that precision rates increased as duration increased to 52 days, 
but decreased beyond 52 days. The reason for this was that the transi-
tion matrix stabilized as the amount of data increased, and predicted cus-
tomer value may be the same in the long term. However, actual customer 
value may still change periodically. Consequently, the best outcome of the 
experimental simulations was 52 days.
The result of recall rate for all data was 57.5% (26 days), 62.5% (39 
days), 71.97% (52 days), and 61.84% (65 days). The coverage of the 
predicted customer value was the highest when the data was extended to 
simulate 52 days. The trend also revealed that the number of days and 
precision and recall are inversely proportional (Table 5.4). In addition, 
recall rates were close among the four types of users as shown in Figure 
1.2. The recall rate for addicted workers was superior to that of the other 
three types of participants after 9 days. Finally, the F-measure for all data 
was 3.11% (26 days), 60.71% (39 days), 67.91% (52 days), and 58.20% 
(65 days). This also indicated that the ability to predict customer value for 
typical students and addicted workers was the best, and the typical worker 
was the worst with the number of days set to 52. The F-measure value for 
addicted students was in between.
We also employed adequacy as an indicator for measuring the effective-
ness of the Bayesian approach. We collected data of 13 days of e-service 
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usage from interviews. After identifying the level of customer value, we 
forecast the most appropriate combination of e-services. We assumed that 
each customer used a combination of CRM e-services each day, including 
services related to attraction, interaction, and retention. However, it was 
not necessary for a user to utilize all three types of e-services each day. 
Therefore, we extended the 13-day model to simulate 26, 39, 52, and 65 
days for each type of user. We utilized two-thirds of the days to build the 
model and one-third of the days to verify validity. We employed adequacy 
as the indicator of validity pertaining to the Bayesian approach. The aver-
age degree of adequacy for all numbers of days and all types of users are 
shown in Table 5.5.
In Table 5.5, the average degree of adequacy for levels B (81.6%) and 
C (89%) was approximately 80% for the typical student. This number 
was representative of the recommended CRM e-services matching cus-
tomer value. As for addicted students, the average degree of adequacy 
for levels C and E was between 80% and 90%, and only the adequacy 
number for level B was low (approximately 75%). The average degree of 
adequacy for levels B and C for the typical worker was between 70% and 
85%. The average degree of adequacy for level E (around 75%) was lower 
than levels B and C. This result was not representative of level S due to 
an insufficient (one sample) number of days. The reason for this was that 
this type of user merely uses e-services to satisfy value (needs) from level S. 
As for addicted workers, the average degree of adequacy for level E was 
between 70% and 80% and for level S was between 80% and 90%. The 
average degree of adequacy for level C was low (around 50%), and the rea-
son may be that users use e-services mostly from higher levels (E and S). 
Level B was not representative either was due to an insufficient number 
of days required for verification, because this type of user merely uses 
e-services to satisfy value (needs) from level B.
Mining CRM Services
In this chapter, we proposed a holistic customer value framework using 
a Markov chain and Bayesian probability model to predict customer 
value (step 1) and deliver an appropriate combination of CRM e- services 
(step 2). In step 1, 52 days provided the best prediction performance; 
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however, performance was reduced when the modeled period was 
increased beyond that point. The reason was that the Markov chain con-
verges in the long term and may predict the same outcome and results 
with decreasing accuracy. The results also revealed that 52 days was the 
optimal data size in terms of precision, recall, and F-measure. Our results 
also showed that precision and recall were trade-offs. F-measure was also 
superior at 52 days, particularly for addicted students and addicted work-
ers. Thus, enterprises must optimize data size to avoid a stabilized transi-
tion matrix, which in this case means that firms would have to collect 
two months of data (to match the 52 days in the study) as the basis for 
prediction.
In step 2, the results revealed that 52 days was optimal for typical 
students and addicted students. In addition, the optimal period of study 
for typical workers and addicted workers was 65 days. This means that 
enterprises would have to collect more data to predict the behavior of 
typical and addicted workers. In particular, the performance of the Bayes-
ian probability model increased with an increase in the length of the study 
period. In summary, this research used a two-step prediction for customer 
value and CRM e-service combinations. Simulation results revealed that 
the number of days should be large enough to improve performance. That 
is, the data should be no less than 52 days (i.e., 2 months) for either the 
Markov chain or the Bayesian theorem. Segmentation of customers could 
also help firms to identify customer characteristics and discover how to 
deal with their needs.
In this chapter, the concept of service mining provides a new view-
point to reexamine CRM on electronic services. Customer behavior is 
difficult to predict especially on Internet. Thus, service mining can help 
firms to simplify customer behavior on services and predict potential ser-
vices in advance. Human beings always repeat 80% of behavior according 
to psychology. That is, enterprises may identify key successful and most 
used services by modeling the behavior on services. The service will be 
refined and reorganized to earn more benefit and profit.

CHAPTER 6
Discovering Service Failure 
and Recovery
This chapter provides a method to discover the casual effect among ser-
vice failure, service recovery, and trust. The method used to analyze casual 
effect is system dynamics. This chapter covers the method (technology), 
scope (service recovery management), and domain (electronic service) 
as given in Figure 1.3. In this chapter, service mining is used to assist 
enterprises to reexamine the factors that affect service failure and how to 
recover efficiently.
In modern societies, the speed and convenience of Internet contrib-
ute greatly to the development and growth of e-commerce. A competi-
tive e-commerce environment with low switching costs would result in 
a high customer churn rate on the Internet. A research report showed 
an average of 25% annual churn rate for Internet Service Providers.1 To 
increase the customer retention rate and consequently the revenue and 
profit, firms often provide online services (e-services) as a critical ingredi-
ent. Increasing the customer retention rate by just 5% can boost profits 
by 25% to 85%.2
Trust is a fundamental element in establishing and maintaining long-
term relationships between firms and customers.3 The lack of online 
interpersonal interaction and the absence of physical contact in online 
exchanges have strengthened the significance of e-trust.4 Trust is the 
critical component driving customer satisfaction, loyalty, and purchase 
intention in online services.5 Hence, the importance of trust cannot be 
overemphasized and it is always crucial for firms to gain customer trust 
based on online service applications.
Firms inevitably experience service failure. For example, the B2B 
online news (2010) announced that “Amazon Has Suffered a Temporary 
Web Service Failure” during the Christmas season, which caused troubles 
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for consumers buying presents. A similar headline in The Epoch Times 
(2011) reported that “Bank of America Website Down, Leaving Custom-
ers Unhappy.” In this case, a cracked website was too slow to load, which 
made customers unable to navigate and they stopped their online bank-
ing.6 Such failures definitely decrease customer trust in service providers 
and increase their dissatisfaction. The cost of acquiring and serving new 
customers is five times greater than the cost of retaining and satisfying 
current customers.7 Service recovery, however, is a subtle issue for firms. 
The “recovery paradox” literature indicates that customers who have 
experienced service failure but ultimately have their problems solved will 
become much more loyal than those who do not encounter failures. Trust 
is a key mediator in the process of service recovery.8 Trust can be influ-
enced by an outstanding recovery performance and subsequently enhance 
customer loyalty. High service recovery can positively affect customer sat-
isfaction, purchase intention, and positive word of mouth.9 These again 
indicate the essential role of trust in service environments.
Although many studies examine traditional service recovery, relatively 
few discuss service recovery in e-commerce. The critical distinctions 
between traditional services and e-services include reduced human inter-
action and the mediating role of technology.10 Consequently, the recovery 
difficulties and the factors influencing the recovery process online differ 
from those in offline circumstances. In addition, most researchers who 
have highlighted the significant mediating role of trustworthiness in the 
recovery process used quantitative methods to analyze the linear relation-
ship between variables and service recovery.
This chapter proposes a system dynamics approach to discovering 
the causal relationships between trust and a number of variables in an 
e-service recovery process. “System dynamics is a perspective and set of 
conceptual tools that enable us to understand the structure and dynam-
ics of complex systems.”11 Using the system dynamics approach, we can 
explicitly observe how things influence each other under complex sys-
tems over time, which allows firms to create more effective service recov-
ery strategies. In this chapter, the goal is to explore whether e-service 
recovery help enhance the trust of customers who experience service 
failure and what are the major factors influencing e-service recovery in 
terms of e-trust.
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A Holistic Model of System Dynamics
System dynamics, first proposed by Jay W. Forrester in mid-1950s, 
is an approach to dealing with “internal feedback loops” and “time 
delays” that affect the behaviors among complex systems over time. This 
approach can help researchers gain insight into the dynamic changes 
existing in every human activity and improve awareness of the complex 
phenomena in the real world. System dynamics can simulate consid-
erable perspectives and provide long-term solutions because it effec-
tively copes with the dynamic changes, feedback information, and time 
delays in complex environments. System dynamics consists of causal 
relationships and utilizes feedback systems as the basis of causal feed-
back loops. Additionally, researchers can define the problems through 
the use of causal relationships. As a result, complex problems can be 
presented in a concise and systematic way to help managers to obtain 
a clearer view.
The first step in modeling a complex process in a system is to dis-
cover the casual relationships among the variables. This chapter attempts 
to design the process of e-service recovery based on previous research 
studies. Service recovery process can be divided into three phases: pre-
recovery, immediate recovery, and follow-up recovery phases.12 The fail-
ure severity, customer loyalty, perceived preservice quality, and company 
guarantees all affect customer expectations of service recovery in the pre-
recovery phase. The role of customer expectation is critical to the success 
of service recovery. If firms have a superior understanding of customer 
expectations, they can easily implement an effective recovery strategy to 
exceed customer expectations. Then, in the immediate recovery phase, 
there are four key elements to a successful recovery: the types of recovery 
activity (psychological and tangible efforts) and the delivery of service 
recovery (speed of recovery and frontline empowerment). When failures 
occur, firms must quickly respond to customers, endeavor to appease 
them, and treat them fairly. Finally, follow-up recovery, which involves an 
apology or a tangible token, can strengthen the effectiveness of recovery 
and subsequently lead to the success of maintaining long-term customer 
loyalty and satisfaction. Figure 6.1 demonstrates the proposed causal 
loop diagram.
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A Simulation Analysis
The four diagrams in Figure 6.2 illustrate the process of e-service recovery 
in terms of e-trust. The simulation time is 12 months to evaluate a long-
term performance of e-services recovery, as firms typically measure their 
profitability annually. Figure 6.2(a) indicates that customer’s prior e-trust 
will decrease in the first month due to the occurrence of service failures. 
Simultaneously, firm profits fall to the lowest point. When firms perceive 
their declined business, they will endeavor to recover customers in the 
second month. Accordingly, customer’s post e-trust gradually rises and 
increases 6% in the sixth month (Figure 6.2(b)). Though firms improve 
their profit slightly after recovery, they are still below the starting point 
(initial value = 50) from the first to the ninth month. This implies that there 
are time delays between customer reuse intention and firm profitability. 
When customers perceive the recovery performance and reestablish their 
e-trust on service providers, they may reuse the service after a period to 
test the inconsistence between their reaction and perception. Hence, there 
is a sharp increase on firm profitability in the 10th month (Figure 6.2(c)). 
On the other hand, technology-based ability plays an important role in 
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the recovery process (Figure 6.2(d)). The higher technological ability a 
firm possesses, the more effective recovery it will perform on customer 
e-trust. In summary, service recovery seems to cost firms in the short run, 
and while recovery effects are difficult to detect, it can boost the firms’ 
profits and revenue in the long run.
Prior Perceived Service Quality
When the level of failure severity is the same (IV: 80), two groups of 
customers perceive two different levels of service quality before recovery. 
The first group has low perceived service quality (IV: 20), while the sec-
ond group has high perceived service quality (IV: 80). Figure 6.3(a) indi-
cates that the second group has greater prior e-trust than the first group 
when failures happen in the first month. That is, customer-perceived ser-
vice quality has positive effects on customer’s prior e-trust. However, the 
results of Figure 6.3(b) reveal that the post e-trust in the first group grows 
faster than that in the second group during recovery. Additionally, firm 
profitability in the first group increases faster and becomes higher than 
the second group (Figure 6.3(c)). Although two lines of profitability seem 
to converge in the long run, the gap between the two groups can lead to 
a range of 0.04 to 3.5 times difference in profitability every month. This 
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Figure 6.2 The results of simulation for four stock variables
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implies that customers with high prior service experience can expect high 
service recovery. When firms do not reach or exceed their expectations, 
customers may not feel satisfied with service recovery. This results in a 
reduction of customer reuse intention and the slow growth of profits for 
firms. On the other hand, Figure 6.5(d) shows that there is not much dif-
ference in technology-based ability under the two levels of prior perceived 
service quality. It reveals the same trend as we observe in Figure 6.4(d) 
that the higher technological ability a firm possesses, the more effective 
recovery it will lead to. In summary, customers who initially have a low 
prior perceived service quality will generate more profit for firms than 
those with high perceived quality after recovery.
Failure Severity
When the prior perceived service quality of customers is similar (IV: 50), 
the occurrence of failures with high (IV: 80) and low (IV: 20) severity 
will have different effects on e-recovery performance. Figure 6.4(a) indi-
cates that failure severity negatively affects customer’s prior e-trust. That 
is, customers who encounter a low degree of failure have greater e-trust 
than those encountering a high degree of failure. However, Figure 6.4(b) 
indicates that customers with high failure severity will possess higher post 
e-trust than the others after service recovery. Figure 6.4(c) shows that 
customers with high failure severity are 0.05 to 2.8 times more profitable 
every month than customers with a low degree of failure. Customers who 
initially encountered high degree of service failures but finally had their 
problems solved would generate greater profit for the firm than those 
with low failure severity. This implies that customers with high failure 
severity may strongly voice their complaints; the more they speak out, the 
more recovery efforts firms will make. Simultaneously, customers with 
high failure severity are more willing to engage in recovery. The more 
efforts the customers contribute, the higher the recovery performance. 
On the other hand, Figure 6.4(d) shows that there is not much differ-
ence in technology-based ability under the two levels of failure severity. 
In brief, customers who have experienced high failure severity and finally 
have their problems solved have higher reuse intention and thus generate 
more profit for the firm than those experiencing a low degree of failure.
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Customer Participation
Since customers play a key role in the e-recovery process, the degree of 
their participation will affect the recovery performance. This study con-
siders three groups of customers who encounter the same failure severity 
(IV: 80) and possess identical prior perceived service quality (IV: 80), but 
contribute 20%, 50%, and 80% efforts to self recovery. As Figure 6.5(a) 
shows, the curves of prior e-trust in three groups appear similar before 
firms rectify their problems. However, Figure 6.5(b) reveals that the 
more customers engage in recovery process, the higher their e-trust will 
be. There is not much difference in the three curves before the seventh 
month, but the gaps widen in the eighth month. The change of post 
e-trust in these three groups significantly affects firm profitability. Fig-
ure 6.5(c) shows that the amount of firms’ profits suddenly falls to the 
lowest point due to the occurrence of failures in the beginning. Next, a 
time delay obviously exists in the first and the second month, followed 
by a slight increase in firm profitability from the third to the seventh 
months. The gap appearing between the three curves becomes larger over 
time. This suggests that reduced interpersonal interaction and mediating 
technology result in high recovery difficulties in electronic commerce. 
When failures occur, customers rarely seek aid from the first-line staff 
members of e-service companies. Customer also causes some e-failures, 
such as missing passwords. If customers perceive the risks of failures, they 
may be unwilling to participate in self-recovery because of the fear of 
jeopardizing their safety and property. An example of this is theft identity 
to be used in illegal actions. While customer participation can help speed 
up the recovery process and shorten the recovery time, it can also result in 
high recovery performance. On the other hand, customers who engage in 
the self-recovery process may have a better understanding of the e-service 
or have more interaction with service providers via website or e-mail. 
 Figure 6.5(d) shows little difference between the three groups in terms 
of technological ability. That is, the ratio that firms invest in technology 
is the same regardless of how profitable they are. This implies that firms 
may have grasped the appropriate ratio of investment that has the greatest 
effectiveness in self-service recovery technologies. In summary, customers 
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with high participation are critical to successful recovery and can also 
generate more profit for firms.
The Value of Service Recovery
E-service in the fiercely competitive e-commerce has become more and 
more important over the years and thus has drawn a lot of research atten-
tion. To maintain long-term relationships with customers and their reuse 
intention rate, service providers must satisfy the needs of customers, 
especially when service failures occur. If firms cannot deal with failures 
effectively, customers may easily become upset and quickly change their 
service providers. One the other hand, e-trust also plays a critical role 
in driving customer relationships in the e-recovery process. Thus, service 
managers must thoroughly consider the recovery process when designing 
an efficient and successful strategy.
This chapter employs a system dynamics approach to modeling an 
e-service recovery framework incorporated with e-trust and providing 
firms with insights into the causal relationships among trust issues in the 
complex recovery process. This chapter observes that e-service recovery 
will enhance the trust of customers when facing service failure. However, 
this relationship will be contingent upon such factors as firm’s technologi-
cal ability, customers’ prior perceived service quality, severity of failures, 
and customer participation.
The analytic results show that a firm’s technology-based ability will 
contribute to effective recovery and thus gain customer e-trust. Custom-
ers’ prior perceived service quality positively affects prior recovery e-trust 
when failures occur. However, customers who posses low perceived ser-
vice quality will generate more profit for firms than those with a high 
perceived service quality. The severity of failures negatively influences 
customer’s prior recovery e-trust. Customers who encounter high failure 
severity yet ultimately resolve their problems will generate more profit 
for firms than those with a low degree of service failure. Finally, customer 
participation is also critical to the success of e-recovery. The more custom-
ers contribute to the recovery process, the higher post e-trust will be.
In this chapter, the concept of service mining provides a novel view-
point to look at service failure and recovery by using system dynamics. It 
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also provides a macro view of a holistic framework in a complex environ-
ment. The discovered factors also help companies identify critical fac-
tors in the integrated framework by simulation. Compared to existing 
researches, system dynamics in service mining can help enterprises dis-
cover more factors and provides a long-term simulation to observe the 
results of service recovery.
CHAPTER 7
Mining Service Brands
This chapter provides an insight on how customers perceived a service 
brand by collecting information on what they used for dress in the ser-
vice environment. The method to analyze apparel of clothing is genetic 
algorithm. This chapter covers the method (technology), scope (service 
brand management), and domain (service in the restaurant) as given in 
Figure 1.3. In this chapter, service mining is used to assist enterprises 
better understand what customers perceived of a service brand in terms 
of apparel.
The rapid growth of the service industry has drawn managerial and 
scholarly attention to the significance of service branding in the field of 
marketing. A service brand helps consumers reduce search costs, simplify 
purchase decisions, and diminish perceived risk of service usage and allow 
consumers projecting their self-image, thereby reflecting values or charac-
teristics that differ from others.1
In particular, prior studies have shown the influence of image on 
customer postpurchase behavior. A good brand image enhances over-
all customer experience and arouses customer satisfaction, loyalty, and 
commitment to the service provider in mobile phone sector.2 The results 
showed the significant effect of brand image on brand equity, which 
affects the customer’s brand preference.3 Other studies have also shown 
the important role of brand image in mediating customer behavior such 
as user brand loyalty, perceived service quality, brand personality, and cus-
tomer experience with service.4
Based on the significance of service branding and customer percep-
tion, we contend that marketers should focus more attention on how 
customers perceive a brand image than how the brand image is delivered 
to customers. However, research available on the association between 
customer behavior and service branding is scant. Prior literature shows 
clothing to be a form of nonverbal communication and helps people 
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communicate with others easily and smoothly on social occasions.5 Other 
studies have suggested that service organizations can leverage the impor-
tance of clothing in delivering a brand signal.6 In this chapter, we exam-
ine the relationship between customer clothing preference and influential 
factors on service brand image by developing a literature-based concep-
tual model. Symbolic interactionism indicates that people attribute sym-
bolic meaning to clothing and dress based on those symbolic meanings; 
thus, we expect that customers with different clothing preferences possess 
dissimilar images of a service brand. Finally, we use a genetic algorithm 
approach to discover the optimal service brand from customer cloth-
ing preferences. If customer apparel preference shows a favorable service 
brand and service brand image, it can provide cues for frontline staff to 
satisfy and meet customer expectations in service delivery.
Service Brand Model
Drawing on prior literature, this study develops a conceptual model, 
as shown in Figure 7.1. In this model, we focus on the level of fitness 
between the service brand and customer clothing apparel. For a service 
brand, we consider that service brand personality and service experiences 
are important elements, as highlighted in previous studies.7
“Brand personality” is “the set of human characteristics associated 
with a brand” and a brand personality scale (BPS) has been developed 
accordingly.8 However, the BPS has been criticized as unsuitable for the 
service industries. The modified Aaker’s BPS was conducted to an empiri-
cal study based on the scenario of restaurant industries.9 The modified 
BPS was applied to restaurant industries (Table 7.1). In this chapter, we 
adopt this modified model for the following reason. The past research 
Fit
Service experienceService brand personality
Customer clothing apparel
Figure 7.1 Service brand model 
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focuses on how brand personality influences consumer postconsumption 
behavior such as customer satisfaction, loyalty, and commitment toward 
a brand. Researchers investigating the relationship between service brand 
image and brand personality are scant. Second, we believe this model 
allows us to evaluate customer images of a service brand and in establish-
ing an optimal service brand.
Furthermore, a research examined bank customers and the relation-
ship among service experience, feelings, satisfaction, and brand attitudes 
of these customers.10 Their research shows that service experience has a 
significant effect on feelings, satisfaction, and brand attitudes. The find-
ings show three influential elements affecting customer experiences, 
including core services, employee service, and servicescape. Service expe-
rience of satisfied consumers and constructed a hierarchical map show-
ing what elements of the satisfied-customer experience evoke customer 
feelings and lead to benefits or values (e.g., happiness).11 The findings 
show that service experience significantly influences brand meaning. Put 
together, researchers argue that customer experience can be divided into 
three categories: core service, servicescape, and employee service.
Clothing refers to any garment worn on the body such as trousers, a 
dress, and a shirt. Clothing can be a form of nonverbal communication, 
and has two communication functions. One is “the negotiation of iden-
tities.” Because clothing is visible to everyone, it helps people negotiate 
their identity with others. People express themselves and send messages 
regarding themselves, such as attitude, mood, and status through various 
types of clothing. The second function clothing serves is “the definition 
Table 7.1 Modified brand personality scale
Competence Sincerity Excitement Sophistication
reliable honest trendy Upper-class
Corporate Sincere Unique Glamorous
Successful real Up-to-date Charming
Leader wholesome
Confident original 
Cheerful
Friendly
Source: Musante et al., (2008).
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of situations” such as formality, familiarity, and salience12. The interre-
lationships among different situations affect a person’s selection of daily 
clothing.13 The study results show the interrelationships between tempo-
ral clothing functions and clothing orientation factors.
In addition to clothing function, clothing also have symbolic mean-
ing. Symbolic meaning changes with the external environment; people 
choose appropriate clothing styles that represent themselves (e.g., per-
sonal preference and personality) and help them fit into a specific situ-
ation. Thus, we concentrate on “the definition of situation” of clothing 
function and explore the influential situations related to brand image that 
may affect customer clothing styles in the service context. Service brand 
personality and service experience can be used to conceptualize the cus-
tomer imagery of a service brand. The components of service experience 
(e.g., servicescape or employee uniform) and the influential elements on 
customer perceptions of brand personality traits (e.g., brand name, slo-
gan, and user imagery) may affect the clothing decisions of customers 
who believe that appropriate clothing helps them fit into a specific situ-
ation and communicate with others. If clothing shows people’s imagery 
of a service brand, this study can use clothing cues to build a favorable 
customer service brand.
From Apparel to Service Brands
We used a genetic algorithm (GA) approach to predict a service brand 
image and to build a service brand from consumer perspectives. Before 
implementing GA, five categories of apparel styles were used based on 
existing research, including formal, elegant, modern, casual, and sporty. 
We adopt the fundamental elements of clothing, which include four 
categories: coat, shirt, skirt, and trousers.14 Each category has its own 
attributions, which are mostly adopted from Lin (2007). We also added 
certain new attributes (e.g., blue jeans and casual jacket). Customers have 
options on coats, shirts, skirts, and trousers for dressing.
To assess chromosome quality, a fitness function is required to deter-
mine the evolution mechanism. A chromosome with a high fitness value 
represents a higher opportunity to be selected. Conversely, a chromosome 
with a low fit value is easily eliminated during the evolution process. In this 
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study, a chromosome comprises two variables: service brand personality and 
service experience. The total length of the chromosome is 34 bits, including 
18 bits of service brand personality and 16 bits of service experience.
A chromosome theoretically consists of two variables (Figure 7.2). 
Xi represents the set of attributes of the first variable, service brand per-
sonality, and i indicates the number of genes. Service brand personality 
includes 18 genes, which means that i = 1, 2, …, 18. Yj represents the 
second variable, service experience, which includes 16 genes ( j = 1, 2 ..., 
16). Additionally, Wi indicates the weight of each attribute within ser-
vice brand personality, that is, the ratio of the selected numbers for each 
attribute among respondents. People can select five of the 18 attributes. 
Similarly, Wj is the weight of genes among the service experience variable, 
that is, the rate at which customers selected “1.” Once “0” appears in the 
set of service experience, we give “.5” as the penalty, which means that 
the service firm cannot exceed customer expectations and will result in 
customer dissatisfaction. Finally, this study sets Xi = 9 and Yj = 8 as the 
constraints to avoid local optimization.
Maximum Z = (∑18i=1 Xi Wj) × [∑
16
j=1 Yj Wj – 0.5(16 – ∑
16
j=1 Yj)],
s.t.
Xi = 1 (if the attribute i of service brand personality is selected); 0 (else),
Yj = 1 (if the attribute j of service experience is selected); 0 (else),
Wi = 
the selected numbers of each attribute of service brand personality,
the number of respondents × 5
Wj = 
the selected numbers of each attribute of service experience,
the number of respondents
Max Xi = 9; Max Yj = 8
Service brand personality
(18 bits)
Service experience
(16 bits)
Chromosome (34 bits)
Figure 7.2 Length of a chromosome 
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Two Restaurant Cases in Taiwan
For the selection of target service firms, we chose two steakhouses in 
Taiwan, owned by the Wang Group, as the observation objects. One is 
called “Wang Steak,” and the other is called “TASTY.” Although the Wang 
Group manages both steakhouses, these two steakhouses concentrate on 
different market segments and provide different service experiences. We 
collected 180 valid samples of TASTY. The obtained 180 samples con-
sist of 61.7% female customers and 38.3% male customers. We classify 
customers into five apparel styles. The analysis result shows that the top 
two clothing styles are casual and elegant styles, which occupy 62.8% and 
25.6%, respectively. Of the remaining 11.6% of customers, 10% wear 
modern styles, 1.1% wear sporty styles, and 0.6% wear formal styles. The 
obtained 95 samples of Wang Steak were derived from 60% female and 
40% male customers. The analysis results show that the top two clothing 
styles are casual and elegant styles, which are 50.5% and 38.9%, respec-
tively. Of the remaining 10.6% of customers, 9.5% wear fashionable 
styles and 1.1% wear formal styles.
Five Styles on TASTY and Wang Service Brand
Customers in the five apparel styles associate the TASTY service brand 
with sincerity (44%) more than competence (33%), excitement (11%), 
or sophistication (11%), and they score core service (37.5%) and 
employee service (37.5%) higher than servicescape (25%). People also 
regard TASTY as an “honest, sincere, wholesome, friendly, reliable, cor-
porate, successful, unique, and glamorous” brand. Customers believe that 
the core service at TASTY is reliable and good, and it suits their needs. 
They have a good impression of neat employees and think that the facil-
ity suits the service type when mentioning servicescape. For employee 
service, customers believe that the service providers are courteous and 
willing to help them, which earns their trust.
In Figure 7.3, customers of Wang Steak associate the Wang service 
brand with competence (44%) more than sincerity (22%), sophistication 
(22%), or excitement (11%), and they score core service (60.5%) higher 
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than employee service (25%) and servicescape (12.5%).  Customers 
 perceive “reliable, corporate, successful, confident, sincere, friendly, 
unique, upper-class, and glamorous” traits when thinking of the Wang 
service brand and consider the core service as superior in quality. Well-
dressed and polite employees play a key role in the customer experience, 
and employees always show a willing attitude to help at Wang Steak.
The optimal service brands seem to be consistent with the brand spir-
its of TASTY and Wang Steak from the customer perspective. TASTY, 
a middle-end steakhouse, particularly provides vigorous, warm, and 
friendly service to customers. The analysis of the optimal service brand 
shows that customers perceive traits of sincerity including “honest, sin-
cere, wholesome, and friendly” more than traits of competence, excite-
ment, and sophistication. They score employee service and core service 
higher than servicescape. Wang Steak is a high-end steakhouse in the 
market segment and provides high-class services to customers. The study 
results show that customers associate the traits of “success, confidence, 
upper-class, glamour,” and so forth with Wang Steak service. Custom-
ers also score core service higher than employee service and servicescape. 
This research refers to successful core services that indicate that only the 
best parts of ribs can be served to customers and the congruence between 
customer expectations and perception of provided services.
In summary, customers regard TASTY as an “honest, sincere, 
wholesome, and friendly” service brand, similar to a child who is picky 
about food (core service) and needs someone’s attention and protection 
0.8
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Figure 7.3 Cross analysis on TASTY and Wang service brands 
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(employee service). Wang Steak is a “successful, confident, reliable, and 
corporate” service brand, similar to a noble woman who has tried many 
delicious dishes globally and is particular about taste (core service).
Implications for Mining Service Brands
Because of the emerging service-centered era, we explore service brand 
from the customer perspective. As indicted earlier, the existing literature 
is dominant in designing the service brand from the marketer viewpoint. 
However, our empirical findings indicate that if firms consider an optimal 
service brand from the customer perspective, they can evaluate whether 
the service brands customers perceive are consistent with the brands 
the firm attempts to build and deliver, similar to the case of the Wang 
Group. Firms can examine if the perceived differences between the service 
brands of two restaurants fit the market segment. Furthermore, our result 
shows that clothing can be a cue to show the customer image of a service 
brand. Realizing service brand optimization in the minds of customers 
with different apparel styles can help firms design various service experi-
ences to satisfy customers who intentionally seek a specific service expe-
rience. Firms can manage customer expectations and perceptions more 
readily using tangible apparel cues to predict the abstract service image 
of customers. Clothing can influence customer perceptions of a service 
brand image because clothing can be a nonverbal form of communica-
tion. Firms can deliver a service brand image to customers by designing 
activities with a dress code requirement. Customers who wear appropriate 
clothing to a restaurant may perceive service brand personality and enjoy 
the service experience more easily.
In addition, realizing what the optimization of service brand is in the 
minds of customers can help firms create a unique service image, which 
can help them differentiate from competitors and gain a competitive edge 
in the service market. A firm can control key factors for a service image 
after understanding the key factors that affect customer imagination for 
service and the key elements that create customer value.15 Firms can help 
themselves by sketching a service image and then planning better service 
delivery that is consistent with customer expectations and imagery of the 
service brand. For example, firms can enhance the overall customer ser-
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vice experience by designing external and internal experiences such as 
attractive advertisements, atmosphere, and shop décor to distribute pro-
duction and facility investment efficiently and effectively and to improve 
aspects to create a high customer value.
In this chapter, the concept of service mining provides a novel view-
point to look at service brands. Traditionally, the message of a service 
brand is determined and delivered by company. Service mining can help 
companies identify the service brand from customer viewpoint by their 
clothes. People usually dress more formal when they perceive the ser-
vice environment is formal. Thus, customers can determine what service 
brands look like in a new mindset. Once the perceived service brand 
image is clear, the services will be improved and profit will be increased 
accordingly.

CHAPTER 8
Toward Service Idealism
This chapter discusses how the customer perceives the characteristics of 
an ideal service. The method used to analyze this aspect is genetic algo-
rithm. This chapter covers the method (technology), scope (ideal service 
management), and domain (service in the restaurant) in as given in Fig-
ure 1.3. In this chapter, service mining is used to assist enterprises better 
understand what are the features of ideal services and modify the services 
accordingly.
The service sector has experienced significant growth in recent years. 
It has grown rapidly since 1970 and contributes handsomely to GDP in 
many countries worldwide. In some businesses, such as travel, tourism, 
catering, insurance, and banking businesses, the delivery of high-quality 
services to consumers is increasingly recognized as a key factor affecting 
the firm’s performance.1 Most companies use services to attract customers 
and gain their trust.
Recent research on services has shown that personal values may play a 
significant role in how consumers evaluate the quality of services and how 
it relates to their relationship with the firm.2 Service providers can increase 
consumer intentions by providing ideal services. Customers feel satisfied 
with the services rendered by service providers. Therefore, with the inten-
tion of attracting more customers, service providers must provide ideal 
services expected by customers, described as service idealism. Services are 
unlike goods because they are intangible and cannot be touched, seen, or 
physically transported.
The concept of service idealism plays an important role in current 
discussions of the service sector. Despite widespread use of the term, there 
is still much to learn on what exactly service idealism is, what function it 
plays, and how managers can best address their authority. Service idealism 
focuses on what consumers need, and the admirable aspects of services in 
their minds. Service idealism strives for positive consequences, the right 
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perception, and idealistic customer expectations of the service. Service 
idealism has a significant effect on decision making. Service idealism can 
also serve as a tool for understanding the optimal expectations of custom-
ers. Highly idealistic consumers believe that the optimal service of the ser-
vice provider has positive consequences and meets traditional consumer 
expectations. Idealistic people generally believe that the right behavior 
always leads to positive consequences.
To perceive the service idealism of the customer, the service pro-
vider must know the customer’s characteristics. Hence, a service provider 
must understand the personality traits of the customer. Personality traits 
are influenced by the distinctive and the implicit, personal knowledge, 
 values/beliefs, perceptions, and experiences of an individual, and can-
not be simulated easily.3 In this chapter, we use human psychology to 
determine the relationship between the components of service idealism 
and customer personality. We also discover components that affect ser-
vice idealism for the service provider. Finally, the genetic algorithm (GA) 
was used to find the optimal result of service idealism based on customer 
perception and personality.
Service Idealism Framework
Service idealism can be defined as the services of the provider perceived 
to be in accordance with customer expectations. We assume that the 
factor that affects the view of a customer is the most important element 
of service idealism. To identify service idealism as it relates to the cus-
tomer, it is necessary to find the optimal component of service idealism 
based on customer personality. At a basic level, we use the personality 
traits of the customer to identify the components that have an impact 
on service idealism. Personality plays an important role in individual 
and organizational relationships.4 The big five model of personality 
provides a widely recognized taxonomy of personality dimensions and 
has been accepted as a higher order factor that helps characterize and 
better understand other personality constructs.5 The big five personal-
ity framework (extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, neuroti-
cism, and openness) has received considerable support in psychology 
over the past 20 years.
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Therefore, two components are identified to optimize service idealism 
(Figure 8.1). First, service quality is the capability of a provider to shape the 
character of a primarily intangible service to meet specific standards based 
on customer expectations. Most of the researchers found that customer 
satisfaction is influenced by service quality.6 Second, brand knowledge is 
one of the most important concepts related to marketing science. Because 
brand knowledge can strongly influence customer purchasing behavior, it 
can be concluded that brand knowledge is an important component that 
simultaneously reflects the ideas of consumers regarding the product and 
service. Numerous researchers have shown that brand knowledge consists 
of two dimensions: brand awareness and brand image.7 Brand image cre-
ates purchasing motivations of emotion, self-expressiveness, social, and 
connection aspects. Brand awareness is determined by how closely the 
image of the service provider matches the expectations of the consumer. 
Brand knowledge (brand awareness and image) affects consumer response 
to the brand. Brand knowledge has a direct relationship with customer 
preference.8
Optimizing Ideal Services
Genetic algorithms (GAs) are adaptive experimental exploration algo-
rithms based on the evolutionary concepts of natural selection and genetics 
and are a part of evolutionary computing. Although GAs are randomized, 
they use historical information to direct the search toward better perfor-
mance within the search space. In nature, competition among organisms 
over limited resources results in the fittest dominating over the weak. 
Customer personality
Service quality
Brand knowledge
(awareness and image)
Figure 8.1 Service idealism model
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Genetic algorithms have become more popular than traditional opti-
mization techniques because they can solve irregular or complex fitness 
functions.9 To solve an optimization problem, a GA randomly generates 
individual chromosomes, which form the initial population. A GA has 
important benefits over many other typical search optimization techniques.
Before using GA optimization, it is necessary to perform binary 
encoding. The GA starts from a seed population that generates (N) indi-
viduals. Table 8.1 shows the components of service idealism for gene size 
and bit orders in the chromosome. The layout of each chromosome is 
then used to discover the optimal chromosome for service idealism; that 
is, bits 1 to 16 for service quality and bits 17 to 24 for brand knowledge.
In particular, the fitness function of the strings can be calculated using 
Eq. (8.1). The objective function ( f ) is defined the optimal result relation-
ship between two components of service idealism with customer personality:
Fitness function ( f ) = MaxA + MaxB (8.1)
where A is the service quality and B the brand knowledge. This study 
uses optimal results for setting the fitness function. The fitness function 
discovers the optimal result of service idealism observed from percep-
tions of customer personality. This conceptual framework uses two parts 
(MaxA + MaxB) to represent the sum of maximum values for A and B 
The best result toward service idealism is influenced by service quality 
and brand knowledge. We also use constraints in the proposed fitness 
Table 8.1 Factors and components of service idealism
Factors Attributes
Gene size 
(bits)
Bit orders in 
chromosome
Service quality SQ
reliability
16
1–4
responsiveness 5–7
Assurance 8–10
Empathy 11–13
tangible 14–16
Brand 
knowledge
Bk
Awareness
8
17–20
Image 21–24
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 function. To prevent the convergence of the maximum value in each 
component, it is necessary to include constraints in the fitness function.
Subject to: MaxA = ∑16i=1 Xi × Wi,   Xi = 1 or 0
MaxB = ∑8i=1 Xi × Wi,   Xi = 1 or 0
Constraint: A ∑16i=1 Xi = 8, Xi = 1 or 0 service quality
B ∑8i=1 Xi = 4, Xi = 1 or 0 brand knowledge
The weight of each item (Wi) can be obtained from the size of each 
element (X = 1) divided by the number of items (N). Using constraints for 
each component helps avoid redundancy of each item. The constraints of 
service quality and brand knowledge were set as Constraint A and Con-
straint B. In this concept, restricted service quality (Xi = 8) and brand 
knowledge (Xi = 4) indicate that a Constraint A value of less than or more 
than 8 and Constraint B values of less than or more than 4 do not affect 
the order of each element in the chromosome.
Real Cases of Restaurants in Taiwan
This study uses two restaurants (TASTY and Wang Steak) that are part 
of the Wowprime Group in its analysis. These two restaurants are well-
known steak restaurants in Taiwan and offer superior services. The prior-
ity of both restaurants is to provide good services to the customer, and 
both restaurants are primarily steak restaurants. The major differences 
between the two restaurants are that Wang Steak has a high-price menu, 
whereas TASTY offers a mid-price menu. We asked customers to fill out 
the questionnaire how they perceive service quality and brand of two res-
taurants. In addition, customers need to provide a self-report on their 
personalities in order to match customer personality and perception of 
service. The number of questionnaires collected from both restaurants 
was 418, and 402 questionnaires were valid. The number of respondents 
for TASTY was 290, whereas Wang Steak had 112. The population for 
the GA was 402 and represents respondents who had dined at either of 
the steak restaurants.
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Figure 8.2 shows the optimal combination for the two restaurants 
based on GA analysis. The results show that customer personality is asso-
ciated with customer expectations of service idealism. This result shows 
that customer expectations of service idealism for the two restaurants are 
significantly different. Customers who dine at TASTY expect are more 
reliability and empathy. Customers who dine at Wang Steak expect more 
responsiveness and brand image. Customers who dine at both restaurants 
are more affected in terms of awareness from the restaurant. TASTY and 
Wang Steak are famous steak restaurants in Taiwan. Both restaurants pro-
vide comfortable facilities and a benign atmosphere. Thus, there is no sig-
nificant difference in tangibility and brand knowledge traits between the 
two restaurants. Overall, service idealism is positively affected by service 
quality and brand knowledge.
Based on these results, service quality and brand awareness both affect 
service idealism. Figure 8.2 also shows that service quality and brand 
knowledge have a significant effect on service idealism. The responsiveness 
of service restaurants and brand image do not have a significant effect on 
service idealism. From the viewpoint of brand image and responsiveness, 
customers probably have the image of the restaurant in mind in advance. 
Thus, prompt services may not significantly affect customer perceptions. 
Awareness of the restaurant plays a more important role than other items. 
Assurance Reliability Empathy Responsive Tangible Image
Brand knowledgeService quality
Wang Steak TASTY
Awareness
50
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0
Figure 8.2 Service idealism between Wang Steak and TASTY 
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This result shows that both restaurants have a good reputation in the 
industry, have well-established brand names, and enjoy good word-of-
mouth recommendations. The results show that customer personalities 
positively affect customer perceptions of service idealism.
Customers who have an extrovert personality exhibit more sociabil-
ity, activity, assertiveness, and positive emotionality characteristics. Based 
on extraversion personality, reliability, empathy, and assurance have a 
significant effect on customer perceptions of service quality in the two 
restaurants (Figure 8.3). Customers who dine at TASTY are more influ-
enced by empathy and reliability in service quality. Customer who dine 
at Wang Steak are more influenced by responsiveness and tangible service 
quality. Brand knowledge shows a significant difference between Wang 
Steak and TASTY restaurants. Extrovert customers are more influenced 
by brand awareness. Figure 8.3 shows that customers who dine at TASTY 
are totally influenced by brand awareness. Brand image has no effect on 
customers with an extraversion personality  with regard to the TASTY 
restaurant. Customers with extraversion personality are more influenced 
by brand image when they dine at the Wang Steak restaurant. This result 
makes it clear that customers with extraversion personality will expect 
more brand image and responsive service when they dine in a high-end 
restaurant.
Assurance Reliability Empathy Responsive Tangible Image
Brand knowledgeService quality
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Figure 8.3 Service idealism by extraversion personality 
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Customers with neuroticism personality display negative emotions 
such as feeling anxious, nervous, sad, irritable, drowsy, and tense. Over-
all, service tangibility and brand awareness are the most important ele-
ments that affect customers with partial neuroticism personality toward 
service idealism. Figure 8.4 shows the differences between two restaurants 
in terms of customers with a neurotic personality. Customer perception 
of service assurance and tangibility of the two restaurants have no signifi-
cant differences. This result shows that customers who have a neurotic 
personality have the same standard of assurance and service tangibility 
from both the restaurants. Customers with a neurotic personality gen-
erally have negative emotions and uncertainty in mood or feeling. The 
significant differences of personality between two restaurants are empathy 
and responsiveness. Customers dining at TASTY are more influenced by 
service empathy. Customers expect individual attention and employees 
should understand this need of the customers. However, customers din-
ing at Wang Steak are influenced more by responsiveness of service qual-
ity. Customers expect more prompt services and readiness to respond to 
customers’ requests.
Agreeableness refers to traits such as altruism, tender-heartedness, 
trust, gentleness, love, reliability, and modesty. Customers who have 
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Brand knowledgeService quality
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Figure 8.4 Service idealism by neuroticism personality 
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an agreeable personality are more influenced by service responsiveness 
of Wang Steak restaurant and service reliability of TASTY restaurant 
( Figure  8.5). Customer perception of service tangibility and assurance 
from two restaurants has no significant difference. Customers who dine 
at TASTY are influenced more by service reliability. Customers expect 
services to be provided at the right time and right place. Brand aware-
ness is the most important element for customers who dine at TASTY. 
Customers who display an agreeable personality in TASTY restaurant are 
more influenced by awareness of the restaurant. Customers who dine at 
Wang Steak are more influenced by service responsiveness. This result 
shows that customers will expect more information and the readiness to 
respond to customers’ request from Wang Steak restaurant. Brand image 
also plays an important role in affecting customer perceptions.
Conscientiousness describes the task and goal-directed behavior of 
highly motivated, ambitious, and detail-oriented people. Customers who 
have a conscientiousness personality have significant differences on expec-
tation toward service idealism of the two restaurants. Customers who 
dine in the two restaurants have different perceptions of service. Brand 
awareness is the most important element to affect customers at TASTY, 
while service tangibility is the most important element to affect custom-
ers who have a conscientiousness personality and dine at Wang Steak. 
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Figure 8.5 Service idealism by agreeableness personality
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Responsive service and brand image have no significant effect on custom-
ers in TASTY. Furthermore, brand image and service responsiveness are 
important elements of service idealism in Wang Steak (Figure 8.6). This 
result reveals that the higher price we pay, we expect more responsiveness 
and brand image from the restaurant.
Figure 8.7 shows that customer perception toward service idealism 
based on openness personality of the customers for the two restaurants. 
Imagination, different interests, creativity, and originality are some open-
ness traits. Customers who have a open personality are more imagina-
tive in thinking than the others. Service tangibility and assurance of two 
restaurants have no significant differences. Customers who are open have 
the same perception about service tangibility and assurance of two restau-
rants. Service responsiveness and brand image have no significant effect 
on customers at TASTY but responsiveness is an important factor affect-
ing customers at Wang Steak.
Look Toward the Future
The results provide evidence for ideal service optimization. Firstly, the 
results show that each component of service idealism plays an important 
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Figure 8.6 Service idealism by conscientiousness personality
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role on customer perceptions of service. Service idealism for both res-
taurants is significantly influenced by “brand awareness” and “tangible 
service.” Secondly, results show that customer personality traits influence 
customer perceptions of services by confirming the theory of personal-
ity psychology. Customers who exhibit an extrovert personality are more 
influenced by reliability and awareness of restaurant, while customers 
with a neurotic personality are more influenced by empathy and brand 
image. Customers with an agreeable personality are more influenced by 
responsiveness, conscientiousness, while those with an open personality 
are more influenced by brand awareness and service tangibility.
In other words, the concept of service idealism may contribute to 
existing service sectors. First, the components affecting customer per-
ception can help companies improve their services. Service providers in 
different domains can examine customer perceptions of service idealism. 
Second, customer personality traits are important factors for classifying 
customers. Firms can increase customer loyalty and impressions by adopt-
ing the concept of service idealism based on personality traits. In other 
words, understanding customer personality traits is the best approach to 
succeed in the service industry. Finally, the results provide clues for other 
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restaurants (i.e., not only steak restaurants) to furnish superior services to 
attract customers.
In this chapter, the concept of service mining provides a novel view-
point to look at what an ideal service might be from the customer view-
point. Typically, an ideal service must satisfy customer demands. The 
theory of big five personality can assist enterprises examine each service in 
different dimensions. Thus, the shape of an ideal service can be optimized 
from customer responses. Service mining eventually will help firms iden-
tify good services and ideal services to customers. This also may result in 
better profit and benefit compared to the existing mindset.
Conclusion
This book proposes a novel research area, service mining, which differs 
from the notion of service science and provides a comprehensive and 
holistic framework. Service mining comprises of five elements: Infra-
structure, technology, modeling, management, and application. The 
service lifecycle of service mining includes service discovery, experience, 
recovery, and retention. Excepting the phase of design in service lifecycle, 
each chapter synthesizes the concepts of four phases, including discovery 
(Chapters 2, 5, and 8), experience (Chapters 3, 4, 6, and 8), recovery 
(Chapter 6), and retention/loyalty (Chapter 5). This book also addresses 
the emergent issues among five elements that combine technology and 
management perspectives. Compared to web service and service science, 
service mining completely combines computer science and social science 
as a new mindset. Service mining goes beyond the existing service man-
agement and is considered as a branch of service science. Service mining 
is also different from data mining in the service domain. The concept of 
data mining focuses on collected data from value cocreation. However, 
the concept of service mining not only investigates data from interactions 
but also focuses on the features of services. This book provides several 
issues in services, including customer value (Chapter 2), service pricing 
(Chapter 3), service cooperation (Chapter 4), prediction of service in cus-
tomer relationship management (Chapter 5), service failure and recovery 
(Chapter 6), service branding (Chapter 7), and service idealism (Chap-
ter 8). Each chapter not only introduces the concept but also provides 
the real-world applications to illustrate the idea. Algorithm of computer 
science, modeling from operations research, and simulation from system 
dynamics are used to help readers better understand the linkage between 
concept and practice. Meanwhile, management is also embedded in each 
issue. After reading this book, the readers would be able to understand 
what service mining is and how to apply and extend the concept to new 
service problems, for example, service alliance. Service mining is not the 
perspective of computer science but also the perspective of multiple dis-
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ciplines to look into services. Enterprises can reexamine the service lifecy-
cle to discover the problems. Adjustment and revision may be needed to 
modify the entire service process. Service mining can provide a different 
viewpoint for firms to reconsider the appropriate actions for service. The 
discussed topics also can give companies a new mindset to look into ser-
vice issues. More issues can be investigated and discussed in the future, 
for example, strategic alliance in services from the service provider per-
spective, modeling service experience from the customer perspective, the 
components of service atmosphere that affect customer perception from 
both sides, or any other e-services issues. Practitioners can link problems 
occurring in services from real world and the concepts in this book to 
stimulate ideas for solutions. This book aims to build a new stream of 
service with a novel concept and identify the potential opportunities 
for academia and practice.
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